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FOREWORD

The IAEA initiated in 1990 a programme to assist the countries of central and eastern
Europe and the former Soviet Union in evaluating the safety of their first generation WWER-
440/230 nuclear power plants. The main objectives of the Programme were: to identify major
design and operational safety issues; to establish international consensus on priorities for
safety improvements; and to provide assistance in the review of the completeness and
adequacy of safety improvement programmes.

The scope of the Programme was extended in 1992 to include RBMK, WWER-
440/213 and WWER-1000 plants in operation and under construction. The Programme is
complemented by national and regional technical co-operation projects.

The Programme is pursued by means of plant specific safety review missions to assess
the adequacy of design and operational practices; Assessment of Safety Significant Events
Team (ASSET) reviews of operational performance; reviews of plant design, including seismic
safety studies; and topical meetings on generic safety issues. Other components are: follow-up
safety missions to nuclear plants to check the status of implementation of IAEA
recommendations; assessments of safety improvements implemented or proposed; peer reviews
of safety studies, and training workshops. The IAEA is also maintaining a database on the
technical safety issues identified for each plant and the status of implementation of safety
improvements. An additional important element is the provision of assistance by the IAEA
to strengthen regulatory authorities.

The Programme implementation depends on voluntary extrabudgetary contributions
from IAEA Member States and on financial support from the IAEA Regular Budget and the
Technical Co-operation Fund.

For the extrabudgetary part, a Steering Committee provides co-ordination and guidance
to the IAEA on technical matters and serves as forum for exchange of information with the
European Commission and with other international and financial organizations. The general
scope and results of the Programme are reviewed at relevant Technical Co-operation and
Advisory Group meetings.

The Programme, which takes into account the results of other relevant national,
bilateral and multilateral activities, provides a forum to establish international consensus on
the technical basis for upgrading the safety of WWER and RBMK nuclear power plants.

The IAEA further provides technical advice in the co-ordination structure established
by the Group of 24 OECD countries through the European Commission to provide technical
assistance on nuclear safety matters to the countries of central and eastern Europe and the
former Soviet Union.

Results, recommendations and conclusions resulting from the IAEA Programme are
intended only to assist national decision makers who have the sole responsibilities for the
regulation and safe operation of their nuclear power plants. Moreover, they do not replace a
comprehensive safety assessment which needs to be performed in the frame of the national
licensing process.
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1. INTRODUCTION

At the Consultants Meeting on "Containment and Confinement Performance in NPPs
with WWER 440/213 and WWER 440/230 Reactors" which was held in Vienna from 29
November to 3 December 1993, the problem of the safety evaluation of bubbler condenser
containment was recognized as an important safety issue [1].

At present, there is no established procedure for regulatory review of the bubbler
condenser containment, whose operation is of primary importance for the safety of the plant.
The NPPs with this type of containment are in operation in Czech Republic, Hungary,
Russia, Slovakia and Ukraine and further units are under construction. Also, the containment
in the Cuban NPP has a similar system with advanced bubbler condenser containment.

As the operation of the bubbler condenser is of primary importance for the operation
of the containment as a whole, the IAEA prepared in 1994 the "Evaluation Guidelines for
Bubbler Condenser Metallic Structure in WWER 440/213 NPPs Containments" [2]. These
guidelines were published as an introductory document, to be followed with the guidelines
for the evaluation of the bubbler condenser containment as a whole.

During one year which has passed since these guidelines [2] were prepared, the
recommendations contained in them have been followed in several studies, including the
analysis of bubbler condenser strength prepared by Russian designers under a contract with
the IAEA [3]. In particular, the system of load combinations and corresponding admissible
stresses turned out to be useful. Therefore the preparation of the guidelines for the bubbler
condenser containment was undertaken in the framework of the IAEA Extrabudgetary Prog-
ramme on the Safety of WWER NPPs, and the guidance contained in [2] was judged to be
useful enough to be included in the new document.

This report has been prepared at two Consultants' Meetings of experts from France,
Germany, Russia, Slovakia, Spain and Ukraine, organized within the framework of the IAEA
Extrabudgetary Programme on the Safety of WWER NPPs. In view of the limited time
available and the complexity of the task the present report should be treated as a draft, which
will be sent to the national regulatory bodies for review and further improvement. The next
meeting on the subject will be held in June 1996 with the participation of representatives of
all countries operating WWER 440/213 reactors with bubbler condenser containments.

During the meeting, the acceptance criteria and review requirements formulated in the
IAEA NUSS Series [4, 5] and those in force in the Russian Federation, the United States of
America, Germany, France, the Czech Republic, and Slovakia have been taken into
consideration. The equivalence of the technical goals which are aimed to be achieved by
applying comparable national criteria has been checked in order to avoid multiple addressing
the issues and to assure the completeness of the acceptance criteria necessary to assess the
design of the containment systems.

In spite of this effort, criteria applicable to existing plants (in operation or in advanced
stages of construction) will not necessarily be complete. The selection of criteria was done
by consultants with special attention devoted to criteria, which can be applicable to existing
plants. In particular such criteria can be connected with:

the NPP operation;
feasible upgrading measures;
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methods of evaluation;
quality of construction work performed;
specific features of the bubbler condenser containment.

These guidelines are devoted to the evaluation of containment of WWER 440/213 reactor
with bubbler condenser system (originally termed the accident localization system), under
normal operation and DBA conditions.
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2. BUBBLER CONDENSER CONTAINMENT

2.1. SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE CONTAINMENT

The containment encloses the reactor system and is the fourth barrier against the release
of radioactive fission products in the event of an accident. The containment structure must
be capable of withstanding, without loss of function, the pressure and temperature conditions
resulting from postulated loss of coolant, steam line or feedwater line break accidents. The
containment structure must also maintain functional integrity in the long term following a
postulated accident; i.e. it must remain a low leakage barrier against the release of fission
products for as long as postulated accident conditions require.

The design and sizing of containment systems are largely based on the pressure and
temperature conditions which result from release of the reactor coolant in the event of an
accident. The containment design basis includes the effects of stored energy in the reactor
coolant system, decay energy, and energy from other sources such as the secondary system,
metal-water reactions, and the recombination of hydrogen and oxygen resulting from
radiolytical dissociation of water.

The substantial parts of the bubbler condenser containment are as follows:

the containment shell and its compartments (including bubbler condenser tower and air
traps);
the bubbler condenser system;
the containment spray system;
the vent and fan cooler system;
containment isolation systems.
the penetrations (personnel access doors, hatches, electrical, piping drains)

2.1.1. The containment shell and its compartments

The first part of the containment, called the reactor compartment system, houses and
hermetically seals the primary system components (reactor vessel and connected piping,
steam generators, main coolant pumps, isolation valves and hydroaccumulators). The reactor
compartment system is connected by the rectangular corridor (tunnel) with the bubbler
condenser tower. The bubbler condenser itself is located in the vertical shaft of the tower.
Other parts of the tower are four non-condensible receiver volumes called air traps (one trap
for three water tray levels of the bubbler condenser). The total volume of the air trap is
about 16 000 m3. All containment walls are made of reinforced concrete, the outer walls are
1.5 m thick and almost all walls of the accident localization compartments have internal steel
liner. The containment provides approximately 48 000 m3 of free air volume (including the
bubbler/condenser system) and is designed to sustain the overpressure of 0.15 MPa.Testing
overpressure of the containment should be 15% above the design overpressure, i.e. 0.1725
MPa.

2.1.2. Bubbler condenser

The bubbler condenser provides mainly the pressure suppression function by its steam
condensation potential. It functions in a similar way as the pressure suppression pool system
of BWR design, the construction and design however are different.
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The bubbler condenser comprises twelve levels of water-filled trays. Each level contains
9 x 17 = 153 (except the upper floor) interconnected trays which hold borated water with
concentration 12 g of H3BO3/kg of water at temperature about 35-65°C. The initial water
depth in a tray is 0.45-0.5 m, total water inventory is approximately 1,250 m3.

The bubbler condenser is connected through double check valves (2 x 0500 mm
connected in series) into air traps (one double valve on each level). Two redundant check
valves (2 openings of 0250 mm) connect the air volumes above water trays to the tower
shaft at each tray level. These valves prevent the injection of passive spray in the case of
small breaks allowing for the equilibration of the trays and tower shaft pressures. The valves
are locked when the tower pressure exceeds the prescribed (0.17 MPa absolute) value and
remain locked afterwards for the rest of the accident.

Some specific components of the bubbler condenser are:

(1) Perforated protective wall or deflector at the inlet to the bubbler condenser tower.

(2) Load carrying beams and their fixation to support in the walls from both sides;
fastening of the lowest level of the load carrying beams to bottom of the bubbler
condenser tower.

(3) Thin front walls as well as side walls of water trays, their bottom and ceiling plates,
including wall strengthening ribs and their welded joints.

(4) Thin-wall caps of water trays with vertical strengthening ribs and welded points to
trays, including also horizontal ribs joining top parts of individual caps.

(5) Check valves of 250 mm diameter in the water tray cover, with their interlocking
mechanisms.

(6) Check valves of 500 mm diameter in the air traps and their deflector.

(7) Perforated colector to passive spray system (upper part of each tray).

(8) Instrumentation in the bubbler condenser.

(9) Drain pipe and isolation valve.

(10) Manholes.

2.1.3. Containment spray system

The spray system consists of three identical and completely independent subsystems
(3 x 100% redundancy). Each subsystem is composed of a spray pump, a chemical additives
tank, a water ejector pump, corresponding piping with associates valves and spray header.
The spray pump suction is connected to the low pressure injection system (LPIS) section of
the suction header.

Each of the three spray pumps can provide spray water at the rate of ~ 380 m3/h in full
pressure range. Hydrazine (N2H4) is added to the spray water from the chemical additives
tank by the water ejector pump. The main purpose is to chemically react with iodine and
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form hydrogen iodide which is soluble in liquid water. The pump discharge line is equipped
with isolation valves that are initially closed. The discharge lines are connected to the spray
headers located in the reactor compartment (one header per subsystem).

The spray system is activated manually or automatically by the protection system when
the confinement pressure increases above 0.11 MPa. When the pressure decreases below
0.085 MPa, the system is turned off. Operation of the system may be interrupted at the
moment of diesel generators start-up and restored by the load sequencing logic, with some
time delay after the diesel power connects to 6 kV buses. The containment spray subsystem
switches to the recirculation mode when the corresponding LPIS tank is exhausted. The
water is then sucked from the three reactor compartment sumps, separately for each spray
system train through the heat exchanger and then pumped back into the containment.

2.1.4. Vent and fan cooler systems

The main parts of the systems are as follows (only systems for cooling and purging of
the containment atmosphere are listed):

(1) The fan cooler system (3 ventilators, 3 coolers) for the reactor compartment and for the
reactor cavity. Continuous work during operation and small loss of coolant accident
(LOCA). Under large break LOCA conditions the system is out of operation.

(2) The vent system for the reactor compartment and the main circulation pump motor and
main gate valves compartment, (2 ventilators, 3 filters - aerosols, iodine). Continuous
work during operation, under LOCA conditions the system is out of operation.

(3) The fan cooler system (2 ventilators, 2 coolers) for the main circulation pump motor
and main gate valves compartment. Continuous work during operation and small
LOCA. Under large break LOCA conditions the system is out of operation.

(4) The vent system - to establish underpressure 200 Pa for the reactor compartment (3
ventilators, 3 filters - aerosols, iodine). Continuous work during operation, under
LOCA conditions the system is out of operation.

(5) The vent system (1 ventilator, 3 filters), for the reactor cavity and for the reactor
compartment, used for shut down period only.

The fan cooler systems are used for cooling down the containment atmosphere only,
vent systems for purging the atmosphere only. The systems are not designed to operate
under large break LOCA conditions, but they can be used for long term post-accident
management of the containment atmosphere.

2.1.5 Containment isolation system

During normal operation of the NPP, the pressure in the hermetic compartments is
maintained by 100-150 Pa lower than the atmospheric pressure. In the case of an accident,
hermetic compartments are automatically isolated from the surroundings by means of an
isolation system.

Leaktight boundary is penetrated by a number of tubes belonging to the following
systems: high-pressure and low-pressure emergency core cooling systems, spray system,
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reactor coolant blowdown system, make-up and boron control systems, high-pressure and
low-pressure nitrogen distribution system, steam generator blowdown system, service water
system, continuous purification of the primary circuit, storage of liquid radwastes, drainage
of the spent fuel pool, volume control system, oil system, intermediate cooling circuit of
main circulating pumps, intermediate cooling circuit of control rod drives, pressure sensors
flushing system, sampling system, filling-up of the bubbler condenser trays, containment
drainage, filling-up of hydroaccumulators, main steam lines, containment ventilation and
feedwater system.

Tubes crossing the leak-tight boundary for individual transported media are characterized by
the following data (diameter of the tube in mm/maximum pressure in MPa/number):

water: 273/11/1, 250/100/6, 250/16/1, 150/16/2, 133/13/2, 100/16/4, 80/16/2,
50/40/2, 50/25/1,
chemical solutions: 250/200/6, 250/25/3, 150/25/2, 125/200/6, 108/10/1, 100/25/2,
100/16/1, 80/200/1, 80/16/1, 50/25/2, 50/6/1/, 50/3/1, 25/25/1, 10/160/11,
oil 150/40/4,
steam: 500/-/1, 450/100/6,
air: 1000/-/2, 200/-/2,
nitrogen: 32/2,5/2, 25/64/1,
nitrogen-steam: 22/3/1,
steam-gas mixture: 50/40/1,
steam and air: 25/160/1, 25/25/2

Tube crossing through the boundary without unacceptable deterioration of its tightness is
made possible by means of leak-tight penetrations. The penetrations must remain undamaged
and tight also under loads caused by an accident.

Isolation of the hermetic compartments from the surrounding atmosphere in case of an
accident is assured by means of 162 isolation values, placed on all tubes connected either
to the primary circuit or to the containment atmosphere. In the case of a LOCA, all routes
not required for the accident mitigation are isolated by means of these valves. The valves
are located in close vicinity of the containment walls. Except for high pressure and low
pressure nitrogen systems and main steam lines, fast closing valves are located on both sides
of the containment wall, i.e. there are at least 2 valves on each tube. For tubes equipped
with 3 valves, 2 of them are located outside the hermetic compartments.

The containment isolation system is fully automatic. The isolation is initiated either by
containment pressure increase by 10 kPa or by primary circuit pressure decrease to 8.3 MPa
(at primary temperature above 245°C).

The fast acting valves are either normally open or normally closed during normal
operation.

After activation of the isolation system the fast acting valves normally open are being
closed, while the valves normally closed are blocked in closed position.

The fast acting valves of safety systems (spray system, emergency core cooling system)
are closed during normal operation and following the "Large break LOCA" signal they
become open and closed in accordance with blocking conditions for individual safety systems.
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2.1.6. Hydrogen recombination system

The hydrogen recombination system is designated to perform:

- burning of hydrogen produced by radiolysis of the primary coolant and released in
deaerators of the make-up system,

- venting and removal of gases from the sump and from the cooler of the reactor
coolant system blowdown.

The main purpose of the system is to prevent hydrogen concentration in the above
mentioned systems to exceed 4.1 vol. %. Hydrogen recombination with oxygen into water
occurs in the catalytic recombiner.

The recombination system consists of 2 basically identical, fully interchangeable trains.
The system works as a closed circuit (with circulation of nitrogen at the rate of about 200
NnrVhour) composed of: gas coolers, humidity separator, expansion tank, blower,
electroheater, recombiner.

The steam-gas mixture from the pressurizer condensation tank (2Nm3/hour) and gas
mixture from the sump and from the cooler of the reactor coolant system blowdown are
injected directly into the circuit. The steam-gas mixture from the deaerator of the make-up
system (~ 130 kg/hour) goes first into the cooler; the non-condensible gases-nitrogen,
oxygen and noble gases- proceed into the gas cooler where they are mixed with nitrogen to
prevent hydrogen concentration above 2 vol. %. From the cooler, the mixture flows into 2
expansion tanks. By means of the blower, the gas mixture is further delivered through the
heater (heating up to 120-140°C) to the catalytic recombiner.

The amount of air necessary for efficient recombination is injected into the circuit (2.4
times volume of hydrogen). The rate of catalytic recombination is influenced also by the rate
of removal of water (product of the recombination) from the surface of the catalysator.

2.2. FUNCTIONING OF THE CONTAINMENT

During an accident, the steam discharged from the break mixes with the air from the
reactor compartment, flows through the corridor and enters the bubbler condenser tower.
A vertical shaft serves to carry steam and air mixture from the corridor to the various levels
of suppression pool trays. To enter the water pool in a tray, steam and air mixture first
flows upward through a vertical gap formed by the outer surface of two adjacent trays. Each
gap is capped by a downward facing structure that deflects the steam and air mixture
downward to enter the water at a submerged depth beneath the water surface. As the steam
rises upward through the water, steam condensation and aerosols scrubbing take place. Air
and other non-condensibles collect in an airtight plenum volume above all of the trays at a
particular level (trays air volume). It is then directed through 500 mm check valves into four
air traps.

When the pressure in the steam generators compartment decreases below that in the
trays air volume, a reverse flow of water from the condenser trays occurs. Water expelled
out from the trays is sprayed out by the perforated baffles mounted on the tray roof of the
level below. This mode of operation is considered in the case of large break LOCA (passive
spray). For small LOCA, the initiation of passive spraying is prevented by two openings of
0250 mm check valves above each tray level.
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According to the design the 250 mm check valves are blocked in closed position if
pressure exceeds a specified value (0.17 MPa).

The experiments performed until now demonstrate that once the reverse flow from
water trays starts then all water is expulsed from the trays in "syphon flow" regime. Passive
spraying through the perforated sheets takes place during the next few minutes.

Long term cooling of the containment is provided by the active spray system operation,
working in the pressure range from 0.085 MPa (absolute) until full containment pressure.

2.3. OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE CONTAINMENT AND ITS SAFETY
SYSTEMS

To assure functional capability of the containment, operability of its safety systems must
by maintained and certain operational parameters kept within prescribed limits. Relevant
requirements are usually contained in limits and conditions (technical specifications) of each
plant.

As an example, requirements relevant for the containment and its systems are given
below, as included in the technical specifications for Bohunice V-2 NPP. It should be,
however, mentioned that numerical values shown can differ for various plants.

The following requirements are applied for operation of the plant at power:

1. The radiation monitoring system in the hermetic compartments shall be operable.

2. The pressure and temperature monitoring systems in the hermetic compartments shall
be operable.

3. All doors in the air traps shall be closed and tight.

4. All man holes in the trays shall be closed and tight.

5. All check valves shall be operable.

6. The pumps for filling and maintaining water level in trays, as well as valves in
associated pipes shall be operable.

7. All 12 floors of the trays shall be operable.

The floor is considered not to be operable if:

the low water level in trays is indicated
the water temperature in the tray is higher than 50°C
the boric acid concentration in the tray is lower than 12 g/kg
the water level or temperature measurement in the tray is not operable

8. All 3 independent spray system trains, including tanks, pumps, heat exchangers and
valves shall be operable. It is allowed to put out of service 1 of the trains for
maximum 3 days. In such a case, operability of other 2 trains shall be tested within
4 hours.
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9. The tanks of the spray system (alkaline solution) shall be filled up to height 2000 m
with the concentration of N2H415 g/kg, KOH 150 g/kg and H3BO3 150 g/kg

10. All penetrations and hermetic doors in the hermetic area shall be closed, sealed and the
interlocks shall be operable.

11. The maximum leakage rate from the hermetic area during the integral leakage test must
not exceed 13 % of the overall volume per day at a test pressure of 0.25 MPa.

12. The underpressure in the hermetic area shall be at least 50 Pa in comparison with
atmospheric pressure with vent system in operation and all penetrations and hermetic
doors sealed and closed.

13. The fast acting isolation valves of all technological lines between the hermetic area and
other NPP areas shall be operable. These valves shall be automatically activated for
closure at 10 kPa overpressure in the hermetic area.

14. The indicated ventilation systems (TL 10, 11, 40, 70) shall be operable. The systems
are considered as inoperable if their failure does not enable maintainance of the normal
operational conditions in any part of the hermetic area (50Pa minimum underpressure,
70°C maximum temperature).

15. Three gas purge system trains and 2 hydrogen recombination system trains shall be
operable. One gas purge system train can be put out of operation for 1 month.
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3. REVIEW PROCEDURES

The following recommendations for procedures are applicable for the review of the
bubble condenser containment system. The review procedure as a whole for any particular
design remains under the responsibility of the national regulatory body.

(1) The reviewer selects materials (including drawings, test results, calculation models,
data, etc.) necessary for the review as may be appropriate for a particular case and
checks the completeness of the material. The material may consist of a generic part
applicable for all containments of the same type and of specific parts applicable only
for the containment under consideration.

(2) The reviewer determines the acceptability of a containment safety system design by
reviewing failure modes and effects analyses of the system to be sure that all potential
single failures have been identified and no single failure could incapacitate the entire
system; verifying that engineering safety feature design standards have been applied;
reviewing the system design provisions for periodic in-service inspection and operability
testing to ensure that the system and components are accessible for inspection and all
active components can be tested; and reviewing the capability to monitor system
performance and control active components from the control room so that the operator
can exercise control over system functions or isolate a malfunctioning system
component.

(3) The reviewer verifies that validated codes have been utilized and that the input
assumptions to the codes are conservative. If analytical methods are used, which have
not been fully validated for the particular application, the reviewer will initiate a
detailed review of the methods. In this case, the adopted modelling concept, analytical
methods and assumptions, correlation of results with applicable test data, and
comparison with other similar analyses, to determine the acceptability of the proposed
model, will be assessed. Additional safety margins should be used to overcome
deficiencies in the code validation.

(4) The reviewer evaluates the relevance of experimental data from test programmes which
have been used for verification of methods for analysis. In this context the impact of
scaling applied to the involved test facilities and to the experimental conditions in
conjunction with proper analytical interpretation of the applied data will be reviewed.

(5) The reviewer verifies that containment response analysis related to all applicable
acceptance criteria is based on such assumptions concerning accident conditions and
load combinations which result in the highest loading of the containment. Particular
attention is devoted to the predictions of the primary coolant mass and energy release
rates used in the containment analysis and to the selection of appropriate break
locations. Independent confirmatory analyses may be performed by the reviewer with
validated computer codes.

(6) The qualification of equipment, including testing of systems and components, will be
reviewed to assure their functional capability.

(7) The reviewer verifies that all acceptance criteria are fulfilled with sufficient margin as
necessary to assure performance of the containment safety function.
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(8) The reviewer verifies that all containment safety systems are designed, fabricated,
erected and tested according to quality standards commensurate with the importance of
the safety functions to be performed.

(9) The accuracy and range of the instrumentation provided to monitor conditions inside
the bubbler condenser will be reviewed including acceptability of qualification test
programmes.
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4. APPLICABLE STANDARDS, STRUCTURAL CODES AND SPECDJ1CATIONS

IAEA NUSS Series documents [4-7], and several rules, guidelines, safety standards and
general review procedures practiced in Western countries as well as in the Russian Federation
and former Czechoslovakia which are pertinent to design assessment of containment safety
systems have been consulted to serve as a basis for this report. In particular, the American
documents include the Code of Federal Regulations [8] and standards or guides of ASME [9-
10], ANS [11-15] and NRC [16], and the documents in force in Western Europe include
European Commission [17-18], French [19] and German standards [20-28]. The Russian
documents include those presently in force in the Russian Federation [29-40]. The documents
in force in the Czech Republic and Slovakia [41-45] are given for comparison with the
requirements in Western countries and those in the country which designed WWER reactors.
A major task for the experts was to check for the equivalency of national rules and guidelines
and if necessary provide additional recommendations.

In view of the differences among the regulations in force in various countries and the
changes which have taken place in the regulations in the country of origin of the bubbler
condenser design, a comparative review of the most important requirements in the rules of
Germany, the United States of America, the Russian Federation and former Czechoslovakia
is included in Annex 1. This comparison has been the basis for the acceptance criteria
recommended by this IAEA Consultants' Meeting and listed in chapters 5 to 9.

The determination of the criteria and regulations to be eventually followed in each
country remains the responsibility of the national regulatory body concerned.
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5. FUNCTIONAL AND THERMAL HYDRAULIC DESIGN

5.1. CONTAINMENT FUNCTIONAL DESIGN

5.1.1. Genera] description

The basic functional design requirements for containments are given by the IAEA Safety
Guide "Design of the Reactor Containment Systems in Nuclear Power Plants" [5]. In order
to warrant the safety related function, all structures and mainly the containment envelope must
be capable of withstanding resulting loads and load combinations to which they may be
subjected. In this context the relevant requirements address:

- performance
reliability

- qualification
- maintainability
- instrumentation and control

to assure that the design can accommodate all loads expected under the conditions of
postulated accidents.

The containment envelope shall be capable of withstanding the peak positive internal
pressure that could result from the most severe events of the design basis discussed in
Section 2. The structures shall also be capable of withstanding the design basis negative
pressure. The containment envelope shall be capable of withstanding the loads induced by
natural events (earthquake, hurricane) and man inducced loads (explosions, aircraft crash).

The design of the containment envelope shall be consistent with the leakage rate adopted
to meet the dose limits stipulated by the regulatory body.

The internal structures of the containment shall be capable of withstanding the most
severe differential pressures and temperature gradients created during postulated accident
conditions.

The containment and its structures shall be designed to withstand the dynamic loads
originating from the most severe events of the design basis discussed in Section 2.

Where the containment structure is made of concrete, an inner liner is sometimes used
to increase the leaktightness. Usually the liner is fabricated from steel, though sometimes a
coating is used, e.g. epoxy resin.

A coating is also usually applied to a steel liner or directly to the inner surface of the
concrete or steel containment in order to assist decontamination procedures. Such coatings
shall maintain their required function and shall not impair other required safety functions (e.g.
by clogging filters or strainers during and following accident conditions).

The structural design of the containment shall be based on quality standards
commensurate with its importance to safety. Reference should be made to recognized quality
standards.
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In the case of NPP with bubbler condenser containments, the bubble condenser devices,
shall be designed with the same criteria as the containment.

Containment penetrations and extensions shall be designed to the same criteria and
design basis as the containment structure itself.

The term 'containment penetration' or, simply, 'penetration' means either an opening
in the containment structure or the device (plug, door, electrical connection, pipe and seal)
that penetrates the containment wall and seals the opening. Structural components which
extend from the containment structure and attach to the device penetrating the containment
either inside or outside the containment structure, including attachments and passive fluid-
retaining boundaries of isolating devices, etc., constitute an extension of the containment
envelope.

During periods when personnel are required to be inside the containment, at least two
routes of egress shall be available for emergency evacuation.

5.1.2. Areas of review

In the case of nuclear power plants with bubbler condenser as an energy sink, the review
covers the following areas:

(1) The temperature and pressure conditions in the containment caused by a spectrum
(including break size and location) of postulated loss-of-coolant accidents (i.e, reactor
coolant system pipe breaks) and secondary system steam and feed-water line breaks.

(2) The effectiveness of the bubbler condenser section and the associated air trap as it
determines the global temperature and pressure transient of the containment.

(3) The review will also encompass analyses of the sub-atmospheric pressure in the
containment structure and the pressure and temperature transients inside the containment
due to the operation of containment heat management systems. It determines whether
the most severe condition has been identified and whether the analysis was done in a
conservative manner.

(4) The minimum containment pressure that is used in analyses of emergency core cooling
system capability.

(5) The effectiveness of active heat removal systems.

(6) The pressure conditions within sub-compartments of the reactor compartment system that
act on components and/or their supports due to primary coolant line breaks.

(7) The range and accuracy of instrumentation that is provided to monitor and record
containment conditions during and following an accident.

(8) Evaluation of the mass and energy discharge rates derived for the selected spectrum of
postulated accidents, in particular for assumed pipe ruptures resulting in limiting
conditions for design differential pressures of sub-compartments.
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(9) Consistency of applied mass and energy discharge rates with the requirements for the
analysis of the emergency core cooling system effectiveness.

(10) The design differentia] pressures between the sub-compartments1.

(11) The bases, correlations and computer codes used to predict subsonic and sonic vent flow
behaviour, the capability of the code to model compressible and incompressible flow and
results of comparison to both experimental data and recognized alternate correlations.

(12) The analyses of the hermetic compartment system response to all postulated accidents
with the aim to verify:

that the "worst" accident scenario has been identified in establishing maximum expected
loads including peak containment pressure and differential pressures across the water
trays with their gap-cap systems;

that the design differential pressures between the bubbler condenser unit and the air traps
have been identified;

- that thermal-hydraulic flow parameters influencing the dynamic behaviour of the bubbler
condenser unit cover the expected range.

(13) Evaluation of the bubbler condenser bypass leakage and determination of the adequacy
of proposed bypass leakage tests including the results of previous reviews, operating
experience at similar plants and engineering judgement.

(14) Suitability of analytical tools (codes) involved in the prediction of thermal-hydraulic
parameters relevant for the design of the containment system and/or for the interaction
of its main components (adequateness of code validation).

(15) Global and local temperature transients during and after LOCA blowdown.

The review includes the distribution of the mass and energy released into the break
compartment, nodalization of sub-compartments, sub-compartment vent flow behaviour, and
sub-compartment design pressure margins. It includes the basis for the nodalization within
each sub-compartment, the initial thermodynamic conditions within each sub-compartment,
the nature of each vent flow path considered, and the extent of entrainment assumed in the
vent flow mixture.

5.1.3. Acceptance criteria

Acceptance criteria are based on meeting the requirements addressed partly in the
chapter 5.1.1. to assure

1 A sub-compartment is defined as any fully or partially enclosed volume within the hermetic part of
the entire containment system. A short-term pressure pulse would exist inside containment sub-
compartments following a pipe rupture. The pressure transient produces a pressure difference across the
walls of the sub-compartments which reaches a maximum value generally within the first few seconds after
blowdown begins. The magnitude of the peak value is a function of several parameters, which include
blowdown mass and energy release rates, sub-compartment volumes, vent areas, and vent flow behaviour.
A transient differential pressure response analysis should be provided for each sub-compartment or group of
sub-compartments that meets the above definition.
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- that the containment design parameters important to safety are not exceeded for as long
as the accident conditions require;

- that the reactor containment structure and the associated bubbler condenser system are
designed so that the containment structure and its internal compartments can
accommodate the calculated pressure and temperature conditions resulting from any loss
of coolant accident as well as from any postulated secondary leaks with sufficient
margin and without exceeding the design leakage rate to the environment;

- that the containment heat removal systems function rapidly enough to reduce the
containment pressure and temperature following any postulated accident and maintain
them at acceptably low levels;

that the required instrumentation be provided to monitor variables and systems over
their anticipated ranges for normal operation and for accident conditions (including
radioactivity);

- that missile protection is provided and environmental condition allow to assure that
structures, systems and components important to safety are designed to accommodate
the dynamic effects (e.g. effects of missiles, pipe whipping and discharging fluids that
may result from equipment failures) that may occur during an accident;

- that the sub-compartments are designed with sufficient margin to prevent fracture of the
structure due to pressure differences across the walls of the sub-compartment;

- that the containment systems important to maintain its functional capability are working
within their design operating conditions including rapid changes of these conditions;

- that the safety systems to assure the containment isolation run correctly.

- that radioactive releases into the environment are kept so low that no unacceptable
radiological consequences will take place.

Specific criteria that pertain to design and functional capability of the bubbler condenser
containment, used to meet relevant requirements of the IAEA Safety Guide [2] are as follows:

(1) For plants at the operating license stage of review, the peak calculated containment
pressure following a loss-of-coolant accident, or a steam or feedwater line break, should
be less than the containment design pressure.

(2) The containment pressure should be reduced by the combined effect of all energy
management features to below atmospheric pressure within a prescribed period of time
after the postulated accident, and the sub-atmospheric condition be maintained for a time
period sufficient to minimize the radiological consequences to the environment.

(3) Provisions should be made to protect the containment structure against possible damage
from sub-atmospheric pressure conditions that may result from the operation of the
containment spray systems including passive sprays. Conservative structural design must
assure that the containment structure is capable of withstanding the minimum expected
sub-atmospheric pressure or provisions should be made to protect the containment
against limited sub-atmospheric pressure.
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(4) Instrumentation capable of operating during normal operation and in the post-accident
conditions should be provided to monitor the containment atmosphere pressure and
temperature, condenser trays water level and the sump water level and temperature as
well as radioactivity in the containment atmosphere. The instrumentation should have
adequate range, accuracy, and response to assure that the above parameters can be
tracked and recorded throughout the course of an accident.

(5) Containment internal structures (including the bubbler condenser itself) and system
components (e.g. reactor vessel, pressurizer, steam generators) and supports should be
designed to withstand the differential pressure loadings that may be imposed as a result
of pipe breaks within the containment sub-compartments.

For conservative analysis of compliance of the design with the above given acceptance
criteria, the following basic requirements as partly derived from US NRC Standard Review
Plans [16] should apply:

(1) The containment response analysis for postulated primary or secondary system pipe
ruptures should be based on the most severe single active failure in the containment heat
removal systems (e.g. a fan, pump, or valve failure) and be based on a spectrum of pipe
break sizes and reactor power levels. The accident conditions selected should result in
the highest loading of the containment (conservative analysis).

(2) The initial atmospheric conditions within a containment and its sub-compartments should
be selected to maximize containment parameters under consideration. Allowable ranges
of the temperature, pressure and humidity should be considered. It should be pointed
out that maximum containment pressure is strongly influenced by the amount of air
transported into the air traps rather than by initial internal energy in the compartments.

(3) Sub-compartment nodalization schemes should be chosen such that there is no
substantial pressure gradient within a node, i.e. the nodalization scheme should be
verified by a sensitivity study that includes increasing the number of nodes until the
peak calculated pressures converge to small resultant changes (nodalization sensitivity
study). However, this approach could not be applicable in cases of local phenomena, for
example vortexes.

(4) If flow path openings are used which are not immediately available at the time of pipe
rupture, then:

(1) The flow area and resistance as a function of time after the break should be
based on a dynamic analysis of the sub-compartment pressure response to pipe
ruptures.

(2) The validity of the analysis should be supported by experimental data or a
testing program should be proposed at the construction permit stage that will
support this analysis.

(5) For conservative calculation of maximum compartment pressurization the vent flow
behaviour through all flow paths within the nodalized compartment model should be
based on the conservative assumption regarding water entrainment. If not proven
otherwise by experiments, a homogenous mixture in thermal equilibrium, with 100%
water entrainment should be assumed. In addition, the selected critical flow correlation
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describing choking conditions should be conservative with respect to available
experimental data.

(6) Appropriate safety margins should be taken into consideration due to potential for non-
uniform thermal and mechanical loading of water trays.

(7) Containment structures and internals as heat sinks should be investigated bearing in mind
its positive effect on maximum pressure loading and pressure reduction and its negative
effect in contributing to faster and deeper underpressure in the containment. Thermal
resistances and capacities should be properly addressed including various heat transfer
modes, low conductivity coatings, etc.

(8) Uncertainties in prediction of pressure and pressure differences should be evaluated, e.g.
by parametric analysis regarding mainly the following factors with strong influence on
results:

- nodalization;
- flow resistances (flow contraction coefficients);
- heat exchange with structure
- water carry over through openings.

(9) Mass and energy released to the containment (including time variation) shall be
considered conservatively, including all sources of stored and generated energy (e.g.
accumulated heat, heat transfer from the secondary circuit, residual heat, heat from
metal-water reactions, etc.). For combination of various sources, realistic timing should
be taken into account to avoid unrealistic results. The effect of timing differs
considerably from the one in a full pressure containment. The same importance of
timing should be given to all energy management systems.

(10) Information on leak rate of the containment should be derived from leak rate
measurements using appropriate methodology. Total radioactivity releases should be
predicted conservatively, based on the leak rate and on the pressure behaviour in the
containment.

(11) Minimum expected sub-atmospheric pressure to which the containment may be
subjected, also from the point of view of the minimum containment pressure that is used
in analyses of emergency core cooling system capability.

5.2. CONTAINMENT ISOLATION SYSTEMS INCLUDING ACCESSES TO THE
CONTAINMENT

5.2.1. General description

The design objective of the containment isolation system is to allow the normal or
emergency passage of fluids through the containment boundary while preserving the ability
of the boundary to prevent or limit the release of fission products mat may result from
postulated accidents. This section, therefore, is concerned with the isolation of fluid systems
which penetrate the containment boundary, including the design and testing requirements for
isolation barriers and actuators. Isolation barriers include valves, closed piping systems and
blind flanges.
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5.2.2. Areas of review

The review will cover the following aspects.

1. The design of containment isolation provisions, including:

1.1 The number and location of isolation valves, i.e. the isolation valve arrangements and
the physical location of the isolation valves with respect to the containment.

1.2 The actuation and control features for isolation valves.

1.3 The positions of the isolation valves for normal plant operating conditions (including
shutdown), post-accident conditions, and in the event of electrical power supply failure
to the valve.

1.4 The valve actuation signals.

1.5 The basis for selection of closure times of isolation valves.

1.6 The redundancy of isolation devices.

1.7 The acceptability of closed piping systems inside containment as isolation barriers.

2. The protection provided for containment isolation provisions against loss of function by
missiles, pipe whip and earthquakes.

3. The environmental conditions inside and outside the containment that were considered
in the design of isolation barriers.

4. The design criteria applied to isolation barriers and piping.

5. The provisions for detecting a possible need to isolate remote-manual-controlled
systems, such as engineered safety features systems.

6. The design provisions for, and technical specifications pertaining to, operability and
leakage rate testing of the isolation barriers.

7. The provisions to avoid overpressure in the pipe between isolation valves after LOCA.

5.2.3. Acceptance criteria

The relevant criteria used to the containment isolation system are as follows:

Unless other regulations are explicitly mentioned, the following criteria applicable to the
containment isolation system are taken from [16] (NUREG-800, Chapter 6.2.4 Rev. 2).

1. The containment isolation system shall be designed to withstand the effects of natural
phenomena (e.g. earthquakes) without loss of capability to perform their safety
functions. The containment isolation system shall be designed to accomodate postulated
environmental conditions and protected against dynamic effects (e.g. missiles, pipe whip
and jet impingement).
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2. Isolation valves shall be located as close to the structural boundary of the containment
as is practical. (See ref. [5], Pg. 13)

3. Penetrations which can be used for access of personnel or equipment when the plant is
in a condition other than the cold shutdown mode shall be provided with a double-door
arrangement, and there shall be an interlocking arrangement so that one door, the inner
or the other, is always closed, (see ref.[5] Pg . 13)

4. Piping penetrating the containment shall be provided with leak detection, isolation and
containment capabilities having redundant and reliable performance capabilities and as
it relates to design provision incorporated to permit periodic operability testing of the
containment isolation system, and leak rate testing of isolation valves.

5. Table I shows variety of the regulatory requirements for the number and location of
containment isolation barriers for pipes penetrating the containment in several countries.
Each national regulatory body should specify equivalent set of requirements as it
considers acceptable. Such specification can be based on appropriate safety studies.

More specific criteria used to meet the requirements mentioned above are as follows:

5.1 Sealed closed barriers may be used in place of automatic isolation valves. Sealed closed
barriers include blind flanges and sealed closed isolation valves which may be closed
manual valves, closed remote-manual valves and closed automatic valves which remain
closed after a loss-of-coolant accident. Sealed closed isolation valves should be under
administrative control to assure that they cannot be inadvertently opened. Administrative
control includes mechanical devices to seal or lock the valve closed, or to prevent power
from being supplied to the valve operator.

5.2 In case of loss of actuating power, automatic isolation valves should take the position
that provides greater safety. The position of an isolation valve for normal and shutdown
plant operating conditions and post-accident conditions depends on the fluid system
function. If a fluid system does not have a post-accident function, the isolation valves
in the lines should be automatically closed. For engineered safety features or engineered
safety feature-related systems, isolation valves in the lines may remain open or be
opened. The position of an isolation valve in the event of power failure to the valve
operator should be the "safe" position. Normally this position would be the post
accident valve position. For lines equipped with motor-operated valves, a loss of
actuating power will leave the affected valve in the "as is" position, which may be the
open position; however, redundant isolation barriers assure that the isolation function for
the line is satisfied. All power operated isolation valves should have position indication
in the main control room.

5.3 There should be diversity in the parameters sensed for the initiation of containment
isolation to satisfy the requirement for reliable isolation capability.

5.4 To improve the reliability of the isolation function, system lines which provide an open
path from the containment to the environs (e.g. containment purge and vent lines) should
be equipped with radiation monitors that are capable of isolating these lines upon a high
radiation signal. A high radiation signal should not be considered one of the diverse
containment isolation parameters.
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5.5 Appropriate reliability and performance considerations should be included in the design
of isolation barriers to reflect the importance to safety of assuring their integrity; i.e.
containment capability, under accident conditions. The design criteria applied to
components performing a containment isolation function, including the isolation barriers
and the piping between them, or the piping between the containment and the outermost
isolation barrier, are acceptable if they meet the same requirements as the containment
envelope.

5.6 Provisions should be made in the design of the containment isolation system to reduce
the possibility of isolation valves reopening inadvertently following isolation. The
design of the control systems for automatic containment isolation valves will not allow
the resetting of the isolation signal to result in the automatic reopening of containment
isolation valves. Reopening of containment isolations valves should require deliberate
operation action. In addition, group reopening of containment isolation valves is
unacceptable. Reopening of isolation valves must be performed on a valve-by-valve
basis, or on a line-by-line basis, provided that electrical independence and other single-
failure criterion continue to be satisfied.
Administrative provisions to close all isolation valves manually before resetting the
isolation signal is an unacceptance method of meeting this design requirements.

6. For the containment isolation valves belonging to the containment on-line purge and
vent system the following criteria shall be applicable:

6.1 The valve actuators shall have enough capability to close against the build-up of
pressure in the containment as a consequence of a LOCA.

6.2 Provisions should be made to ensure that isolation valve closure will not be prevented
by debris which could potentially become entrained in the escaping air and steam.

6.3 An analysis shall be made to demonstrate the acceptability of the provisions made to
protect structures and safety-related equipment; e.g. fans, filters and duct work located
beyond the on-line purge system isolation valves against loss of function from the
environment created by the escaping air and steam.
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TABLE I. COMPARISON OF GUIDELINES FOR CONTAINMENT ISOLATION BARRIER PROVISIONS

Type of
penetration

Pipe connecting
with the reactor
coolant pressure
boundary.

USA

1. One locked closed
isolation valve inside
and one locked closed
isolation valve
outside.

2. One automatic
isolation valve inside
and one locked closed
isolation valve
outside.

3. One locked closed
isolation valve inside
and one automatic
isolation valve
outside.

4. One automatic
isolation valve outside
and one automatic
isolation valve
outside.

See Note (1).

Germany

Two valves in series one
outside and one inside.

See Notes (2) and (3).

Russia

Three valves. Two
inside and one
outside.

See Note (4).

France

RCCP.
Two devices: one
inside, one outside.
A device is either a
locked closed valve,
an automatic valve,
or a flap valve
inside.
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Type of
penetration

Pipe connecting
with the
containment
atmosphere.

USA

1. One locked closed
isolation valve inside
and one locked closed
isolation valve
outside.

2. One automatic
isolation valve inside
and one locked closed
isolation valve
outside.

3. One locked closed
isolation valve inside
and one automatic
isolation valve
outside.

4. One automatic
isolation valve inside
and one automatic
isolation valve
outside.

See Note (1).

Germany

Two valves in series, one
outside and one inside.

See Notes (2) and (3).

Russia

Two valves in
series, one outside
and the other inside.

See Note (4).

France

2 devices:
- a locked closed

valve
- an automatic

valve
- a flap valve

inside
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Type of
penetration

Pipe neither
connecting with the
reactor coolant
pressure boundary
nor the containment
atmosphere.

USA

One locked closed
remote-manual or
automatic isolation valve
outside.

See Note (5).

Germany

- single valve outside if
pipe outside is
designed to withstand
the design pressure of
containment and
convey pressure fluids
in normal operation;

- two valves outside or
one inside and the
other outside if pipes
behind the isolation
valves are not designed
to withstand the design
pressure of
containment vessels or
do not carry
pressurized fluids
outside containment in
normal operation (Note
3).

See Note (3).

Russia

No isolation vales
are required if the
pipe passing
through the
containment is
protected against
missile effects and
all other possible
accident conditions.

See Note (4).

France

- one automatic
valve

or
- one locked closed

valve

such pipings should
be protected against
safety classified
hazards (including
seism)

Notes to Table I:
(1) Deviations to these explicit requirements may be acceptable. Standard Review Plan sections II (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (g) (o), (q)

provide acceptable methods to comply with the general criteria without meeting these explicit requirements.
(2) Exceptions to this arrangement are admissible if this is necessary because of the design characteristics of the isolating valves, or

the mode of operation of the pipes concerned and assurance of the penetration or ventilation isolation is not affected.
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(3) Instrument pipes for operating purposes having a nominal diameter smaller than or equal to DN 15, penetrating the containment
and end in a permanently installed transducer need not be isolated if the instrumentation pipes and the associated transducers are
designed, constructed and arranged in such a way that their failure need not be taken into consideration in the event that
radioactive substances are released inside the containment.

(4) Detailed requirements applicable to the containment isolation system are contained in Russian regulations. See
PNAE-G-10-021-90, sections 3.71 through 3.7.12.[30]

(5) A simple check valve is not normally an acceptable automatic isolation valve for this application.
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5.3. BUBBLER CONDENSER FUNCTIONAL DESIGN

5.3.1. General description

Effectiveness of the bubbler condenser is essential for the fulfillment of the safety
function of the WWER 440/213 bubbler condenser containment. It is the main device limiting
the maximum pressure after the DBA, it provides the main contribution to reducing the
pressure to sub-atmospheric values soon after the Large Break LOCA (LB LOCA) and to thus
prevent the release of radioactive products to the environment.

In order to perform the pressure limiting function, efficient condensation of steam in
water trays shall be assured without excessive bypassing of trays. For pressure reducing
function, water spill-out from the trays is to be initiated due to either heat absorption in
structures, or operation of the active spray system or by chugging due to low flow steam
condensation in trays.

The bubbler condenser is capable of performing the safety related function, only if its
structures can withstand resulting loads and load combinations to which they may be
subjected.

An essential part of these loads is the result of a spectrum (including break size and
location) of postulated accidents with loss of primary or secondary coolant.

During accidents, the bubbler condenser loads are determined by the functional design
of the whole containment through the boundary conditions, consisting mainly of the
temperature and pressure conditions of the reactor compartment system, the water trays of the
bubbler condenser and the air traps.

The acceptability of dynamic loads expected for the water trays and the gap-cap systems
should be based on the results of detailed calculations and also of specific experiments to be
performed addressing some issues pertinent to the characteristic design of the bubbler
condensers. These are:

- pressure propagation and build up in the primary circuit compartments, the rectangular
corridor to the bubbler condenser tower, and mainly in front of the water trays

- gap/cap clearing process, limiting pressure build-up in front of the trays and thus
determining the mechanical loading of the water trays during initial pressurization;

- pool swell process determining possible water entrainment into the air traps;
- oscillatory condensation and/or chugging phenomena interacting with structures of the

condenser elements (gap/cap systems);
functionability of check valves (DN 500 and DN 250).

In the systems like the bubbler condenser, the thermal hydraulic processes can be
accompanied by such phenomena as:

- low frequency pulsations in the effect of chugging;
- high frequency pulsations due to steam condensation;
- level swelling in the initial stage of the blowdown process.

It is necessary to confirm the operability and efficiency of the bubbler condenser taking
into account the possibility of such phenomena. The detailed requirements concerning such
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a confirmation are described in more detail in chapter 5.4.3. However, the following
observations can be formulated to provide a proper perspective for further considerations.

Chugging is dangerous because of high dynamic loads which can accompany it. The
bubbler condenser of the WWER 440/213 unit was designed to prevent the occurrence of
chugging. This is achieved through the provision of a small cross sectional area for steam-air
mixture to flow through the caps, low water level on the shelves and the fact that the steam-
air mixture enters the trays at the bottom and flows upwards through the water layer. Those
features of the condenser floor practically exclude the chugging regime, since at the very
beginning of the regime with low steam-air flow during the first collapse of the steam bubbles
the reverse water rise is limited, causing finally water seal expulsion. This means that water
will spill over from the floor after the beginning of the first cycle of possible chugging.

Level swelling in the bubbler condenser shelves can occur in the initial stages of a LB
LOCA when large quantities of air flow into the bubbler condenser. The swelling can lead
to water transport into the air traps if the openings between the bubbler condenser and the air
traps are flooded. The limits of water carry-over into the air traps should be confirmed by
additional large scale experiments, necessary also for other objectives.

5.3.2. Areas of review

The arrangement of the bubbler condenser and its relationships and interaction with
surrounding structures, mainly with bubbler condenser tower and its individual floors among
themselves are reviewed to determine:

- the thermal effectiveness of the bubbler condenser section as it determines the
temperature and pressure transient of the entire containment system;

the thermal effectiveness of passive spraying associated with the water spill out from
the trays into the bubble condenser shaft;

- pressure resistances of flow path in the bubble condenser with special attention devoted
to the check valves into the air traps;

- the effect which these structures could have upon the boundary conditions and expected
structural behaviour of the bubbler condenser when subjected to design loads.

Materials (mechanical properties, thermophysical properties) that are used in the
construction of the bubbler condenser are reviewed with emphasis on compliance with
acceptance criteria related to the mechanical strength of structural elements as well as to the
bubbler condenser thermal effectiveness.

The bubbler condenser load evaluation review covers the following areas:

(1) The differential pressures across the water trays and between water trays and the air
traps for a variety of break locations.

(2) Dynamic effects on the water trays during postulated accidents, including water seal
clearing, level swell, dynamic asymmetrical loads e.g. due to pressure pulsations, on
the water trays, the gap-cap systems and other confining structures of the bubbler
condenser.
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(3) Mechanical effects caused by water displacement during activation of passive spraying.

(4) The effects of steam/air mixtures bypassing water trays.

(5) The capability of the bubbler condenser structure to withstand sub-atmospheric pressure.

5.3.3. Acceptance criteria

General acceptance criteria for containment heat removal systems, which are also
applicable to the bubbler condenser, are formulated in the IAEA NUSS documents, namely
in the code on the Safety of NPPs, 50-C-D [4] and in the Safety Guide 50-SG-D12 [5].

Russian regulations concerning accident localizing systems are given in
PNAE G-10-021-90 [30] and in OPB-88 [29], in accordance with IAEA requirements. The
bubbler condenser is a passive feature for steam condensation. In relation to such condensers
the Russian regulations include the following special requirements, which should be applied
as the acceptance criteria for the bubbler condenser of WWER 440/213 units.

(1) Passive steam condensers should contain a sufficient quantity of cooling medium to
ensure the full condensation of steam released during an accident. They should also
include the necessary tanks (pools), and means assuring paths for steam flow, etc.

(2) The inlet and outlet cross sections of passages for steam flow should be free from
obstacles like various pipes and equipment. If not, then these pipes and equipment as
well as their supports should be calculated for the effects of flow of steam-air mixtures
and the possible dynamic effects. The flow cross-section area exluding cross-section of
pipes and equipment and auxiliary constructions (staircases, passages, servicing areas)
should be taken into account in calculations of parameter changes inside the containment
during accidents.

(3) Passive steam condensers should be provided with piping needed for filling them up and
for draining, as well as with instrumentation for measuring the level and temperature of
the water in the tanks and pools.

(4) The walls of the bubbler condenser should not be damaged by hydraulic shocks (water
hammer), possible in the course of steam condensation, nor by pressure decrease below
atmospheric values inside the containment.

(5) The chemical composition of the solution inside the tanks of the passive steam
condenser should be determined on the basis of requirements concerning removal of
radioactive products and ensuring subcriticality of the reactor. In order to achieve this,
the design should include the measures preventing non-homogeneity of the water
medium within the tanks or pools as well as the means for cleaning and correction of
the chemical composition of the solution.

The bubbler condenser, as a containment safety system, should satisfy the following
general requirements, formulated in the Russian document mentioned above:

(6) All containment safety systems and their elements should remain operable in the case
of the containment building tilting up to 0.003 (inclination angle of 0.27°) in relation to
the horizontal direction. In the specific case of the bubbler condenser unit it means that
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the function of the bubbler condenser should not be defeated as long as the inclination
of its floors to the horizontal does not exceed 0.003.

(7) The elements of the containment safety systems should be, as a rule, accessible to
checking, repairs, decontamination and maintenance.

(8) Containment safety systems should be designed against internal and external hazards
(including seismic events, pressure waves, jets, missiles, pipe whipping, etc.) which can
occur during accidents, or be protected against them.

(9) Containment safety systems and their elements should, as a rule, be designed such as to
ensure the possibility of their testing and quality control.

(10) All containment safety systems and their elements should be able to withstand the
number of tests foreseen in the design at the parameters of containment envelope testing
for strength and leaktightness without loss of operational ability.

(11) The design should include measures to prevent the negative influence of microorganisms
on the elements of the containment safety systems which are in contact with solutions
in the course of normal operation.

(12) For each containment safety system the design should determine the probability of
failure on demand, the value of which should not exceed 0.001.

The consistency of the above requirements has been checked against the regulations
formulated in the USNRC Standard Review Plan acceptance criteria [16].

As mentioned above, the bubbler condenser containment is an original safety feature,
which has no direct correspondence in western practice. The closest type of containment is
that of BWR units with Mark III pressure suppression pools. In view of that, within the
framework of formulating the acceptance criteria for the evaluation of the bubbler condenser
containment, the criteria for Mark III pressure suppression pools can be considered.

The criteria which could be applied to pressure suppression pools in the bubbler
condenser containment are quoted below according to the US NRC Standard Review
Plan [16].

In meeting the requirements of General Design Criterion 4, regarding the dynamic
effects associated with normal and accident conditions, calculation of dynamic loads should
be based on appropriate analytical models and supported by applicable test data. Consideration
should be given to loads on the suppression pool retaining structures and structures which may
be located directly above the pool, as a result of pool motion during a loss of coolant accident
or following actuation of one or more primary system pressure relief valves.

All the above given criteria should be fulfilled with sufficient margins to account for
uncertainties in the analysis of the postulated events. As far as acceptability of methods from
the conservative point of view, the review should consider the following criteria:

(1) The acceptability of pool dynamic loads for bubbler condenser units should be reviewed
with respect to conformance with applicable structural load capabilities.
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(2) Geometry and initial parameters of water in bubbler condenser trays should be consistent
with the range of data for experiments which have confirmed full condensation of steam
in water trays.

(3) The bubbler condenser structure should withstand sub-atmospheric pressure and
additional active or passive systems that may be provided to limit sub-atmospheric
pressures.

(4) The thermal effectiveness of the bubbler condenser as it determines the global
temperature and pressure transient of the containment and its effectiveness for retaining
radioactive substances should be assured.
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5.4. ENERGY MANAGEMENT AND RADIONUCLIDE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

5.4.1. General description

Energy management deals with all features and systems, passive or active, that affect
the energy balance in the containment.

Radionuclides management includes all features and systems used to control the
movement of radionuclides released within the containment.

For the bubbler condenser containment, both energy management as well as
radionuclides management is performed in major part by means of the same features and
systems, which include:

(1) Containment volume and its internal structures; they provide a pressure resistant and
leaktight envelope for accumulation of released energy and they also act as passive heat
sinks. Containment structures and internals also provide a large surface area for
radionuclide deposition.

(2) The containment active spray system; it is important for the long term period following
an accident and its main purpose related to energy management features is to assure
reduction of the containment pressure below atmospheric pressure and to maintain sub-
atmospheric pressure for a sufficiently long time. In its radionuclides management
function, the spray system performs dissolution or entrainment of airborne radioactive
substances from the containment atmosphere and retains them in the water of the
containment sump. For smaller LOCAs the spray system is also able to limit the
maximum containment pressure. For large LOCAs it supports initiation of passive
spraying.

(3) The bubbler condenser system (including water trays with partitioning walls, passive
spraying by means of perforated baffles mounted on the tray roofs, check valves
connecting the trays air volume to the bubbler condenser to the power shaft and check
valves connecting the trays air volume to the air traps); its main purpose is to control
maximum containment pressure by means of condensation of steam in water volume and
to contribute to rapid pressure reduction by means of passive spraying. Water trays also
perform their important function in retaining airborne substances.

(4) The vent and fan cooler systems (including ducts, ventilators, coolers and filters); their
main purpose is cooling and aerosols/iodine removal from various compartments during
normal operation or following a small LOCA. Under medium and large LOCA
conditions the system is out of operation but can be used for long term management of
the containment atmosphere.

It should be pointed out that requirements on containment energy management systems
are closely related mainly to emergency core cooling system and/or residual heat removal
systems which should assure that under LOCA conditions a steam release or any other
excessive energy release from the reactor coolant system will not occur in the long term.

Only a review process related to the containment spray system and vent and fan cooler
systems will be discussed in more detail here. The remaining features are dealt with in other
chapters of this report.
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5.4.2. Areas of review

The review should cover mainly the following areas which are important to assure the
functional capability of the above mentioned energy and radionuclide management structures:

(1) The consequences of any single failure.

(2) Analyses of the heat removal capability of the spray water system.

(3) Analyses of heat removal and purge capabilities of the vent and fan cooler systems.

(4) The potential for time degradation of heat exchangers of the spray and fan cooler
systems.

(5) Provisions to prevent vent and fan cooler overpressurization and fan cooler heat removal
capability degradation, if required by the design.

(6) The design of sumps for containment spray systems.

(7) The effect of debris such as thermal insulation on operation of the spray system in
recirculation mode.

(8) Provisions made to prevent debris clogging of various components (sumps, pumps, heat
exchangers, valves, spray nozzles).

(9) Fission product removal effectiveness of the containment spray system and vent systems.

(10) Design provisions and features to facilitate operation and maintenance, especially related
to aerosol and iodine filters.

(11) The range and accuracy of instrumentation for monitoring of operation of the systems.

(12) The plate-out and desorption factors allocated to the containment structure, performance
of the water trays as well as passive and active spraying to dissolve and retain
radioactive substances from the containment atmosphere should be conservatively based
on the best available theoretical knowledge and experimental data.

(13) The design provisions and proposed programmes for periodic in-service inspection and
operability testing of systems and components.

5.4.3. Acceptance criteria

General design requirements for energy and radionuclide management are given in the
IAEA Safety Guide No. 50-SG-D12, [5] which can be summarized as follows:

(1) No specific requirements for utilization of individual systems are given, since it is the
integral effect of these systems which is important.

(2) Spray system construction should provide spraying of major parts of the containment
free volume with even distribution of droplets of required size.
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(3) Operation of the spray system in recirculation mode should be assured with sufficient
capacity of sumps and provisions made against damaging of equipment important to
safety by submersion.

(4) Time delay to spraying should be carefully determined also considering the time
required to fill the spray piping and headers.

(5) The actuation pressure for spray initiation should be low enough to obtain timely
spraying as required; spray effect on potential delay of the reactor scram should be,
however, also taken into account.

(6) Design of the containment sump should assure adequate net spray pump suction head,
suction points should be spatially separated, minimizing vortex formation and preventing
blockage by debris.

(7) The possibility for boiling of water in sumps particularly in sub-atmospheric regimes
should not be overlooked.

(8) For evaluation of the air cooler performance adequate methods, considering real
containment atmospheric conditions and appropriate heat transfer correlations shall be
used.

(9) The design of the spray system shall ensure low probability of spurious actuation and
no unacceptable effect of chemical additives on equipment.

(10) Chemical additives to the spray water should maximize the solution of radioiodine and
its retention in the water.

(11) Design provision and maintenance of filters shall preclude any loading of filters beyond
permissible limits prior to their accident related use.

(12) Filters shall be, if necessary, protected against excessive moisture.

(13) The efficiency of the sorption material shall be demonstrated in laboratory tests under
simulated accident conditions and measures to test filters in situ shall be provided.

(14) The containment ventilation system shall have filtered discharge into the environment.

Additional specific requirements (acceptance criteria), in major part, consistent with the
IAEA Safety Guide [5], are given in relevant Russian rules PNAEG-10-021-90 [30] as
follows:

(15) Probability of failure on demand for active energy management systems should not
exceed prescribed value (e.g. 0.001).

(16) The spray system should have for its long term operation necessary water supply
working in the recirculation regime, heat exchangers for cooling spray water to required
temperature, a system for adding chemical components for retainment of iodine and a
system for homogenization (if necessary) of a dissolution in tanks.

(17) Chemical composition of water inside the trays as well as in the tanks of the active
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spray system should comply with requirements concerning removal of radioactive
products and ensuring subcriticality of the reactor. Measures preventing non-
homogeneity as well as means for cleaning and correction of the chemical composition
should be available.

(18) The spray system should be designed and manufactured to provide a possibility for its
testing in conditions close to post-accident ones and to verify in practice the whole
sequence of the start-up, including switching to emergency power supply.

(19) Negative impacts on components due to test operation of the spray system should be
minimum. Active elements of the spray system, including the spray pump, should have
a possibility for testing during operation of the plant at power.

(20) Spray system control in accident situations should be done in remote and automatic
modes, both from the main control room as well as from the emergency control panel.

(21) Position of all isolation valves placed on the spray system tubes should be signalled
independently on their drives.

(22) In case of a spray pump failure on demand, a possibility for loss of the containment
tightness through the spray tube should be excluded. Check valves at the delivery lines
of the spray pumps should not be considered as performing an isolation.

(23) The spray system should be equipped with a measurement system for thermo-hydraulic
parameters (pressure, temperature, flow rate) and also for chemical additives in the spray
water, working both in normal and in post-accident conditions.

(24) Construction and number of the spray system sumps should be chosen in accordance
with the number of trains, their independence and performance. It is acceptable to have
just one common sump.

(25) The spray system sump should be protected against clogging (e.g. by means of various
filters) and should exclude loss of water supply in any operational regimes.

(26) Flow velocity through filters into the spray sump should be possibly low, i.e. filters
should be placed on large perimeter.

(27) Capacity of the spray system sump, construction of filters and other equipment should
allow parallel operation of all systems connecting to that sump without interruption,
taking into account time delay to refill the sump from the containment compartments.

(28) The design of the nuclear power plant should include analysis of ventilation systems to
be operable under LOCA conditions.

(29) Water (condensate) fall out from the vent system during normal operation on other
equipment located in the hermetic compartments should be excluded.

(30) Control and parameter monitoring of the ventilation systems designed for post accident
operation should be possible both from the main control room as well as from the
emergency control panel.
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(31) Filters of the post accident atmosphere cleaning system should be accessible during
normal operation as well as following an accident for their replacement. For such
operation, necessary degree of the leaktightness and biological protection should be
assured.

(32) Removal of the radioactive material from the filtration facility should be assured.

(33) It is acceptable for post accident radioactivity removal to use the same system as
designed for normal operation.

(34) Systems for post accident radioactivity removal can be combined with post accident vent
systems as well as with hydrogen management systems provided that other functions of
the system are also fulfilled in such a case.

There were no contradictions found between Russian rules and USNRC requirements,
as contained in NUREG-800 [16]. Some cases in which US requirements are more specific
are provided below:

(35) The results of failure modes and effects analyses of each containment heat removal
system should assure that the system is capable of withstanding a single failure without
loss of function.

(36) Analyses of the containment spray system heat removal capability should consider:

- location of spray headers relative to the internal structure;
- expected spray patterns due to arrangement of nozzles;
- spray drop size spectrum as a function of differential pressure across the nozzle;
- the effect of drop residence time and drop size on the heat removal effectiveness.

(37) Degradation of heat removal capability of heat exchangers over the life of the plant
should be analyzed.

There are several specific US requirements related to the fission product removal
capabilities, which are technically justified, but not specifically included in Russian
regulations. Some such requirements are not envisaged in bubbler condenser
containment design and the reviewer should decide about the safety significance of
possible deviations from these requirements in actual design of the bubbler condenser
containment.

(38) The spray nozzles should be located to maximize the spray drop fall distance.

(39) The layout of the spray nozzles and distribution headers should be such that the cross-
sectional area of the containment covered by the spray is maximized and that a nearly
homogenous distribution of spray in the containment volume is produced. Unsprayed
regions in the upper containment and, in particular, an unsprayed annulus adjacent to the
containment liner should be avoided wherever possible.

In designing the layout of the spray nozzle positions and orientations, the effect of post
accident atmosphere should be considered, including the effects of post accident
conditions that result in the maximum possible atmosphere density.
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(40) All design features enhancing post-accident mixing should be considered, including
forced air ventilation to avoid stagnant air regions.

(41) The nozzles used in the containment spray system should be of a design that minimizes
the possibility of clogging while producing drop sizes effective for iodine absorption.
Detailed information on the drop size distribution for the nozzle, such as a histogram,
should be provided.

(42) The containment sump should be designed to promote mixing of emergency core cooling
system (ECCS) and spray solutions. Alternatively, allowance should be made for "dead"
volumes in the determination of sump pH and the quantities of additives injected.

(43) The pH of the aqueous solution collected in the containment sump after completion of
injection of containment spray and ECCS water, and all additives for reactivity control,
fission product removal, or other purpose, should be maintained at a level sufficiently
high to provide assurance that significant long term iodine re-evolution does not occur.
Long term iodine retention is calculated based on the expected long term partition
coefficient. The instantaneous iodine partition coefficients may be used in the absence
of suitable data for equilibrium iodine partition coefficients. Long term iodine retention
with no significant re-evolution may be assumed only when the equilibrium sump pH,
after mixing and dilution with the primary coolant and ECCS injection, is above 8.5.
This pH value should be achieved at the onset of the spray recirculation mode.

(44) The design should provide facilities for the long term storage of all spray additives. The
storage facilities should be designed such that freezing, precipitation, chemical reaction,
and decomposition of additives are prevented. An inert cover gas should be provided
for solutions that may deteriorate as a consequence of exposure to air.

(45) Tests should be performed to demonstrate that the spray systems, as installed, meet all
design requirements for an effective iodine scrubbing function.

(46) The atmosphere clean-up systems should be designed so that they can operate after a
design basis accident (DBA) and can retain radioactive material after a DBA.

Under fulfillment of specific radiological criteria it is however acceptable to deviate
from the above given criterion.

5.5. HYDROGEN CONTROL FEATURES

5.5.1. General description

In normal operation hydrogen and oxygen are created as a result of the coolant radiolysis
in the core. They are treated with operational systems and they may escape into the
containment only by leakages.

After a loss of coolant accident a mixture of hydrogen and air could be formed in the
containment atmosphere as a consequence of:

- release of hydrogen from the escaping coolant;
- radiolysis of the coolant in the core;
- radiolysis of the coolant in the sump or suppression pool;
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- metal-water reaction in the core (mainly the chemical reaction between the fuel rod
cladding and steam);

- chemical reactions with materials in the containment (mainly the corrosion of aluminum
and zinc by an alkaline spray solution).

Production and release of hydrogen may lead, after a long time period, to combustible
concentrations in the containment, especially under present unfavourable geometrical
conditions of the WWER 440/213 containment.

To prevent any uncontrolled ignition of hydrogen inside the containment, the ignition
limit of hydrogen should not be exceeded at any time and at any location, either during
normal operation or during postulated loss-of-coolant accidents.

5.5.2. Areas of review

Due to the fact that these guidelines are devoted only to normal operation and to DBA, the
monitoring and control of hydrogen after core melt is not treated here. The review should
cover the following areas:

(1) The production and accumulation of hydrogen (change of concentration) within the
containment under normal operation and following a postulated loss-of-coolant accident.

(2) The capability to mix the combustible gases with the containment atmosphere and
prevent high concentrations of combustible gases in local areas.

(3) The capability to monitor combustible gas concentrations within the containment.

(4) The capability to reduce combustible gas concentrations within containment by suitable
measures, such as recombination, ignition, dilution, or purging.

(5) The materials used inside the containment regarding their potential for hydrogen
production.

5.5.3. Acceptance criteria

The acceptance criteria are based on the requirement that for the accidents considered
at any time and at any location the ignition limit of hydrogen should not be exceeded. This
leads to the following detailed criteria:

(1) The uncertainties in the assessment of hydrogen production shall be covered by adequate
margins (Safety Series No. 50-SG-D12, page 24 [5] ).

(2) The hydrogen monitoring system must be able to determine the local time variation of
hydrogen concentration within all rooms in the containment both for accident conditions,
especially those caused by a loss of coolant accident, and for operational states if these
could lead to hydrogen concentrations above the ignition limit in the containment
atmosphere. The hydrogen concentration shall be indicated in the control room and in
the emergency control room. An alarm shall be given, when design limits are reached
(Russian regulation PNAE G10-021-90 [30] ).
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(3) Active measures (e.g. use of recombiners or deliberate controlled local ignition) or
passive measures (e.g. containment atmosphere inerting) shall be provided if required
to ensure that local or global hydrogen concentrations do not reach levels which could
endanger containment integrity (Safety Series No. 50-SG-D12, page 24 [5] ).

(4) Actuation of active measures may be effected manually if the hydrogen concentration
increases slowly over a long period of time (Safety Series No. 50-SG-D12, page 24 [5]).

(5) A single failure need not be postulated in the application of active measures if repair or
substitute measures can be shown to be practical. This implies that the hydrogen
formation is slow enough that acceptable hydrogen concentration limits will not be
exceeded during either the predicted repair time or the time required to introduce
substitute measures (Safety Series No. 50-SG-D12, page 24 [5] ).

(6) Materials causing hydrogen production if in contact with spray water shall not be used
as a rule (Russian resolution PNAE G10-021-90 [30] ).

Specific regulations for the evaluation of hydrogen production and control in force in
the United States of America, Germany, France and the Russian Federation are given
in Table II.

The Russian rules are still under development. The differences between the rules in the
US, Germany and France in this point are very small with the exception of corrosion
of metals in the containment due to the operation of the spray system. In the German
RSK-Guidelines for PWRs is mentioned that this source need not to be taken into
consideration. This is only valid for German PWRs which do not require a spray
system for energy management, but not valid for the WWER 440 type. In the WWER
440/213 reactors several additives like N2H4 , KOH or others are added to the spray
water for radionuclide management reasons. These additives will react with the metallic
structures and produce a significant amount of hydrogen. This source had to be taken
into consideration for the WWER 440/213 reactors and is not negligible.
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TABLE III. COMPARISON OF GUIDELINES FOR HYDROGEN PRODUCTION AND CONTROL IN DBA

Subject

The main sources of
hydrogen production

Radiolytic
decomposition of the
reactor coolant.

- Metal-water
reaction involving
the fuel cladding
and the reactor
coolant.

USNRC Regulatory
Guide

~ n e molecules
CrH7 = 0.5m 100 eV

- y absorption in fuel
rods

0.1* 10%

- no absorption of Ir-
radiation

- equivalent to 75% of
fuel cladding
surrounding the
active fuel region
(for Mark HI and
Ice Condensers)

- 5% of fuel cladding
for plants with ECCS
in accordance with
10 CFR 50-46.

Germany RSK
Guidelines for PWRs

GH2 = 0.44 molecules

"2 100 eV

- percentage of y
decay power
absorbed > 10%

- no absorption of (3-
radiation

Baker just equation,
temperature history
from core cooling
calculation.

France

„ n _ molecules
H2 100 eV

1A % of y energy

absorption of p = 100%

Difference between
plants type.

- Max 5% of active part
of the fuel cladding

Russia, draft rule
Ensuring of NPP hydrogen
explosion protection and
prophylactic

-, n Ae molecules
Gm = 0.45

m 100 eV

Information about
absorption energy
should be submitted by
reactor designer

Equation for Zr+Nb
alloy depended on % of
Nb, and on temperature
history from core
cooling calculation
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Subject

- Radiolytic
decomposition rates
of sump and pool
water, etc..

- Corrosion of metals
and other chemical
reactions with
materials in the
containment.

Monitoring system

Calculation of integral
hydrogen concentration has
to show

USNRC Regulatory
Guide

~ n . molecules
m 100 eV

- 50% Halogens, 1%
solids released;
100% y and P
radiation.

- aluminum corrosion
200 mils/yr

- must be able to monitor
the hydrogen
concentration in the
containment

- when flammability
limits will be reached

Germany RSK
Guidelines for PWRs

Gm - 0.44 moleculeS
H2 100 eV

10% fission product
release, 100% y and
P radiation.

- radiolysis in fuel
storage pool shall
be taken into
consideration.

need not be taken
into consideration

must be able to monitor
the hydrogen
concentration in the
containment

that volume
concentration <4%
during the first 100 d

France

„ n . molecules
m 100 eV

50% Halogens
1% others
except rare gases.

Aluminum corrosion:
15mg/dm3

at 67°C function of
temperature

- possibility to monitor,
in connection with
severe accident studies

that volume concentration
after 2 weeks < 4%

Russia, draft rule
Ensuring of NPP hydrogen
explosion protection and
n^inhylnrtir

/- n AC molecules
m 100 eV

Information about
absorption energy
should be submitted by
reactor designer

Conservative estimations
for Fe, Al and Zn and
equations for Al and Zn for
T < 150°C

must be able to monitor
the hydrogen
concentration in all
reactor compartments

- indication of the
monitored valves in the
control room and in the
emergency control room

- alarm by reaching the
design limits

- that production and
distribution of hydrogen
provide mixtures below
flammability limits in
containment
compartments
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Subject

Hydrogen control system

Mixing of the atmosphere

Possible measurements
against combustible
concentrations

Requirements for the
hydrogen control system

USNRC Regulatory
Guide

- each NPP with zircaloy
cladding should have
the capability to mix the
atmosphere in the
containment

- recombiners, igniters,
dilution, inerting

- redundant, available at
on approximate time
scale (mobile systems)

- no single failure in the
application of active
measures, but single
failure must not
incapacitate the entire
system

- seismic Category I
(withstand the effects of
the safe shutdown
earthquake without loss
of function)

Germany RSK
Guidelines for PWRs

if it is not possible to
demonstrate that the
containment atmosphere
is mixed, counter
measures shall be
provided

- recombiners

- may be initiated
manually

- no single failure

France

no specific features

thermal recombiners

idem US

no single failure.

no.

R u s s i a , draft rule
Ensuring of NPP hydrogen
explosion protection and
nrnnhylnrtir

- the mixing is one of
methods to prevent
hydrogen explosion

recombiners, mixing,
igniters,

- redundant, continuous
information at control
room, protection
against explosions
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6. LOADS AND LOADING COMBINATIONS

Calculation of the containment structure, including personnel access doors, equipment
hatches and penetrations and isolation valves, shall be based, with sufficient margin, on the
internal (over and under) pressures and temperatures and dynamic effects such as missiles and
reaction forces resulting from the accident conditions, LOCA conditions, test pressure
conditions and all other loads (natural phenomena and man induced events), in order to prove
that the containment envelope is capable of withstanding the accidental conditions (design
pressure and temperature). In the same way, the internal structures of the containment, in
particular the bubbler condenser tower devices, shall be capable of withstanding the most
severe differential pressures and temperature gradients created during postulated accident
conditions.

All penetrations through the containment shall meet the same design requirement as the
containment structure itself. They shall be protected against reaction forces stemming from
pipe movement or accidental loads such as missiles, jet forces and pipe whip. The IAEA
require, also, that personnel access to the containment shall be through airlocks equipped with
doors that are interlocked to ensure that at least one of the doors is closed during reactor
operation and accident conditions. For the internal structures, the design shall provide ample
flow routes between separate compartments inside the containment.

6.1. LOADS

The loads generally applicable to the containment structure include the following:

(a) The loads encountered during pre-operational and subsequent testing.

(b) The loads encountered during normal plant start-up, operation, and shutdown, including
dead loads, live loads, thermal loads due to operating temperatures, and hydrostatic loads
such as those present in pressure-suppression containments utilizing water.

(c) The loads to be sustained during severe environmental conditions, including those
induced by the operating basis earthquake specified for the plant site.

(d) The loads to be sustained during extreme environmental conditions, including those
induced by the safe shutdown earthquake, the external explosion, the airplane crash and
the tornado specified for the plant site.

(e) The loads to be sustained during abnormal plant conditions, and accidents which include
loss of coolant accidents (LOCA). The design basis accident for the containment
structure design is the main coolant circulation line rupture and various high energy pipe
ruptures with possible failures of bubbler condenser elements. Loads induced on the
containment structure by such accidents include elevated temperatures and pressures and
possibly localized loads such as jet impingement and associated missile impact. Also
included are pressure differences acting on bubbler condenser elements and other
internal containment structures. As the structural integrity of the bubbler condenser tray
walls and to a certain extent, its leaktight integrity as well, are important to the proper
functioning of the bubbler condenser containment, they are treated for load combination
purposes similarly to the containment itself.

(f) The hydrodynamic loads which are associated with bubbler condenser water swell
phenomena and are produced as a result of the purging of air and steam/water mixtures
by the gap/cap system into the water trays during a postulated loss of coolant accident.
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Such loads include pool swell, and froth swell loads, drag pressure and other loads
associated with these phenomena. Also, those loads which are resulting from fluid
structure interaction due to seismic events and condensation phenomena and/or pool
swell should be considered.

Load definitions are as follows:

D - Dead loads
L - Live loads including weight of equipment and all loads due to water level in

bubbler condenser trays
Pt - Test pressure
LI - Loads corresponding to normal operating conditions based on the most critical

transient (start-up and shutdown) or study state condition, including:
To - thermal effects
Rfl - component reactions
AP0 - differential pressure loads resulting from pressure variation either inside

or outside bubbler condenser

L2 - Loads corresponding to abnormal operating conditions, including:
T^ - thermal effects
R^. - component reactions
AP^ - Differential pressure loads

L3 - Loads generated by the postulated pipe break accident, including:
Ta - thermal effects including To, pool swell, and subsequent hydrodynamic

reaction loads
Rj, - component reactions under thermal conditions due to LOCA including

R ,̂ pool swell and subsequent hydrodynamic reaction loads
APa - differential pressure load including AP0, pool swell and subsequent

hydrodynamic reaction loads
La - Loads caused by water displacement during activation of passive spray

in loss of coolant accident loads
Yr - Load on the structure generated by the reaction on the broken pipe
Yj - Jet impingement load on the structure generated by the broken pipe

during the design basis accident
Ym - missile impact on the structure generated by or during the design basis

accident, such as pipe whipping
C - Climatic and atmosphere loads including:

Ct - typical climatic loads (snow, wind, black ice)
Ce - extreme, very rare climatic loads (snow, wind, black ice) 2

Ahur- hurricance loads
A,^- tornado loads

M - Man induced loads including:
- Loads generated by external explosion
- Loads generated by air plane crash3

SL1 Loads generated by operating basis earthquake (OBE) including sloshing effects.
SL2 Loads generated by the safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) including sloshing effect

2 For example, according to Russian codes extreme, very rare climatic loads are assumed with a return
period equal to 10 000 years

3 The consideration of this load may be taken in accordance with IAEA Safety guide 50-SG-S5
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6.2. LOADING COMBINATIONS AND CRITERIA FOR THE METALLIC ELEMENTS
OF THE CONTAINMENT SYSTEM

The loading combinations listed below are applicable to the bubbler condenser metallic
structure. They include all loading combinations for which the bubbler condenser devices
might be designed for or subjected to, during the expected life of the plant.

There are three types of components in the bubbler condenser system:

Components A. Pressure retaining passive parts with their local reinforcements and
attachments: trays (ceiling, bottom, side walls) cap, channels,

Components B. Active components: check valves of 500 and 250 mm diameter4

Components C. Support beams (I beam 600 mm).

The loading combinations for the three types of components include the following.

6.2.1. Test conditions

These include the testing conditions of the trays to verify their leak tightness. The
loading combination in this case includes:

D + L + P,

6.2.2. Service conditions

(a) Normal operating plant condition:

D + L + AP0 + To + R.,

(b) Loss of coolant accident (LOCA):

D + L + La + APa + Ta + R,

(c) LOCA in combination with operating basis earthquake:

D + L + La + APa + Ta + R. + SL1

(d) Normal operating plant condition in combination with operating basis earthquake:

D + L + AP0 + To + R,, + SL1

(e) Abnormal operating conditions in combination with OBE

D + L + AP^ + T^ + R^ + SL1

4 In Russian safety regulation documents these components are considered as passive with movable
parts.
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6.2.3. Extreme environmental conditions

These service limits include the loads subject to normal operating plant or LOCA
condition plus the additional loads resulting from extreme natural phenomena for which safe
shutdown of the plant is required. The loading combinations corresponding to these limits
include the following:

(a) LOCA in combination with safe shutdown earthquake:

D + L + La + Ta + R, + APa + SL2

(b) Normal operating plant condition in combination with safe shutdown earthquake:

D + L + To + APO + R,, + SL2
6.2.4. Local dynamic effects

These service limits include other applicable service limits and loadings of a local
dynamic nature for which the bubble condenser system function is required or the integrity
of support beams are required. The load combinations corresponding to these limits include
the following:

(a) LOCA in combination with safe shutdown or operational basis earthquake, depending
on rules in force in a given country, and local dynamic loadings:

D + L + La + Ta + R, + APa + Yr + Yj + Ym + (SL1 or SL2)

(b) Normal operating plant condition in combination with external accidents:

The question of air crash should be discussed in relation to the whole NPP, not
separately in relation to the bubbler condenser. The bubbler condenser tower does not
contain any elements of the reactor coolant system (RCA) so a possible air crash and
destruction of the bubbler condenser tower would not be an initiating event for LOCA
in the NPP.

(c) Hydrogen explosions:

The question of hydrogen ignition prevention must be discussed for the entire
containment system. Accumulation and combustion of hydrogen must be prevented by
appropriate means.

6.2.5. Loading combinations remarks

In the above combinations for components C, thermal loads can be neglected when it
can be shown that they are secondary and self-limiting in nature.

In combinations for components C, the maximum values of APa, Ta, R,, Yjs Y,, Ym

including an appropriate dynamic load factor should be used, unless a time-history analysis
is performed to justify otherwise.

For components C, in combinations with Yj5 Yp Ym, the corresponding acceptance
criteria should first be satisfied without Yr, Yj and Ym. When considering these loads, local
section strength capacities may be exceeded under these concentrated loads, provided there
will be no loss of functions of any safety-related system.
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For compartments C the behaviour of air traps inner wall during LOCA events must be
considered.

6.2.6. Combining seismic loads with loads due to loss of coolant or accident (LOCA)
conditions in the plant

Seismic loads, due either to operating basis earthquake or to safe shutdown earthquake,
must be taken into account.

In some countries, e.g. USA, Italy, UK the containment is designed to withstand the
combination of LOCA and safety shutdown earthquake (SSE). In other countries, e.g.
Finland, Germany LOCA is not postulated together with the earthquake [46]. In France and
Belgium only reactor coolant system is designed to withstand LOCA plus safe shutdown
earthquake. In the former USSR the containment and bubbler condenser structure was
designed to withstand only LOCA conditions. According to newer USSR rules, presently in
force in Russia, PNAE-G-5-006-87 [31], the containment should withstand operating basis
earthquake (OBE) conditions (with 50 cycles, which is equivalent to US conditions of 5 OBE
events with 10 cycles each) and one safe shutdown earthquake. Moreover, it is left to the
decision of the licensing organization, if the load combinations should be addressed, such as
is indicated in Table III. According to IAEA Safety Guide 50-SG-D15, [6] LOCA loads (L3)
should be combined with SL2 loads, unless L3 is not correlated with S2 loads. In previous
combinations SL2 loads should be replaced by SL1 loads if S2 loads are not considered.

TABLE III. LOAD COMBINATIONS CONSIDERED IN RUSSIA

PLANT OPERATING
CONDITION

Normal
Abnormal

Normal
Abnormal
LOCA

EARTHQUAKE

OBE
OBE

SSE
SSE
OBE

LOAD CONDITION

Abnormal

Accident

Presently, all decisions on load combinations in Russia require approval of the
Regulatory Body.

Site dependant factors, such as the following, influence the choice of load combinations
for a specific plant:

- Seismicity of the area where the plant is installed.
- Probability of coincidence of large, medium or small break LOCA and earthquake.
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6.2.7. Summary of various load combinations according to the codes in different
countries

The following tables contain the load combinations and maximum allowable criteria for
metallic containment components in the USA, Germany and Russia.

Tables IV and V: U.S. Codes (ASME code ed. 1992 Arts. NE-3000 and NF-3000 [9] and
Standard Review Plan Rev. 1 [16]).

Tables VI and VII: German Codes (KTA 3401.2, Issues 6/85 [27]).

Table VIII: Russian Codes (PNAE-G-7-002-86 [32]).

In the tables below the symbols for various kinds of stresses are different depending on
the country of the origin of the standard. They are as follows:

Pm or PM - Primary general membrane stresses. (Average primary stress across
solid section. Excludes discontinuities and concentrations. Produced
only by mechanical loads).

Pb - Primary bending stresses (Component of primary stress proportional to
distance from centroid of solid section. Excludes discontinuities and
concentrations. Produced only by mechanical loads).

P, or PL - Primary local membrane stresses. (Average stress across any solid
sections. Considers discontinuities but not concentrations. Produced
only by mechanical loads).

Q - Secondary membrane plus bending stresses. (Self equilibrating stress
necessary to satisfy continuity of structure. Occurs at structural
discontinuities. Can be caused by mechanical load or by differential
thermal expansions. Excludes local stress concentrations).

F - Peak stress. (Increment added to primary or secondary stress by a
concentration (notch), and certain thermal stresses which may cause
fatigue but not distortion of vessel shape).

Sy or Rpoj7 - Yield strength at temperature T.
Sw or R,,,1 - Ultimate tensile strength of material at temperature T.
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TABLE IV. MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE STRESSES IN METALLIC CONTAINMENT
(According to American and German Codes)

REFERENCE
CODE

SRP 3.8.2
(Rev. 1)

ASME CODE
Art. NE 3000
Rev. 1992

KTA 3401.2
6/85

OPERATION
CONDITION

Testing

Design

Level A

Level B

LevelC
Not Integral*

Level C
Integral**

Level D
Not Integral*

Level D
Integral, elas.**

Level D
Integral,
inelas.**

Post/flooding

Level 0
Level 1

Level 2
Level 3

MAX LOAD
COMBINATION

D+L+Test

D+L+LOCA

D+L+LOCA

D+L+LOCA+OBE

D+L+LOCA+SSE

D+L+LOCA+SSE

D+L+LOCA+SSE+
JET

D+L+LOCA+SSE+
JET

D+L+LOCA+SSE+
JET

D+L+FLOODED+
OBE

D + LOCA
D+L+LOCA

D+L+OBE
D+L+SSE

PM

0,75 Sy

s m c

s m c

s r a c

s m c

1,2 Sm c

or*Sy

1,2 Smc

or*S y

sf

s f

1,2 Smc

or* Sy

0,67 Sy

0,67 Sy

0,75 Sy
0,84 Sy

PL

l , l 5 Sy

1,5 Smc

1,5 Sm c

1,5 Smc

1,5 Smc

1,8 Smc

or*1,5 Sy

1,8 Smc

or*1,5 Sy

1,5 S f

sf

1,8 Sm c

or*1,5 Sy

0,75 Sy

0,75 Sy

0,84 Sy

0,94 Sy

Pb + P L

1,15 Sy

1,5 Smc

1,5 Smc

1,5 Smc

1,5 Smc

1,8 Smc

or*1,5 Sy

1,8 Smc

or*1,5 Sy

1,5 S f

sf

1,8 Smc

or*1,5 Sy

0,75 Sy
0,75 Sy

0,84 Sy

0,94 Sy

PL+Pb+Q

N.A.

N.A.

3Sm

3S m

N.A.

N.A.

N.A

N.A

N.A.

3S m

N.A.
1,67 Sy

1,84 Sy

N.A.

Pi+Pb+Q+F

Consider for fatigue
evaluation
N.A.

Consider for fatigue
evaluation
Consider for fatigue
evaluation
N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.
Consider for fatigue
evaluation
Consider for fatigue ev.
N.A.
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Sy = R02
T Sm = 2/3 Sy N.A = Not applicable, Limits identified by (*) indicates a choice of the larger of two limits

Smc = 1,1 Sm Sf = 85% of membrane stresses allowed according to App. F (ASME Code Division 1)
* Not Integral components comprise e.g. parts of electrical penetrations
** Integral components comprise e.g. containment shell

TABLE V. MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE STRESSES IN SUPPORT BEAMS

REFERENCE CODE

ASME CODE Art. NF-3000, Ed.
1989

OPERATING CONDITION

Design

Level A

Level B

Level C

Level D

TENSION STRESSES

(*) J 0,6 Sy
I 0,5 Sw

(*) | 0,6 Sy

I 0,5 Sw

(*) 1,33 xf 0,6 Sy

1 0,5 Sw

(*) 1,50 xf 0,6 Sy

I 0,5 Sw

App. F

SHEAR STRESSES

0,40 Sy

0,40 Sy

1,33 x0,40 Sy

1,50 x 0,40 Sy

App. F

p

W m

Limits identified by (*) indicate a choice of the lower of two limits.
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TABLE VI. STRESS INTENSITY LIMITS FOR STEEL CONTAINMENT
(Ref. KTA 3401.2)

Service
Limit
Level

0

1

22>

3

Pm"

0.67 R^/

0.67 R,,02
T

0.75 V /

0.86 R,,,,/

P.^n, + Pb

or

P, + Pb

0.75 R,,02
T

0.75 R ^ /

0.84 R,,02
T

0.94 Rp02
T

Pm + Pb + Q1}

or
P, + Pb +Q

-

1.67 V /

1-64 Rpo/

-

P» + Pb + Q + F
or

Pi + Pb +Q + F

-

fatigue analysis

fatigue analysis

-

1) Rpoj1 <370 N/mm2 at room temperature.
R ^ / <320 N/ram2 at T = 150°C.

2) For loading conditions due to testing and in other substantiated loading conditions no
secondary stress analysis and fatigue analysis need be carried out.
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TABLE VII. CORRELATION OF SERVICE LIMIT LEVELS AND LOADS

(Ref.KTA 3401.2)

1
service \ <
limit \
levels \

0
0

1

2

3

DFI

DF2

MF1

NB

STI

MF2

DPI

OP 2

DP 3

ST2

ST3

ST4

STS

ST6

Loads according to Section 3.3 of K T A 3401.2

*)
d
e
a
d
 
w
e
i
g
h
t

X '

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

b)

o
v
e
r
a
l
l
 
I
n
t
e
r
n
a
l

p
r
e
s
s
u
r
e

X

X

X

X

X

u
n
d
e
r
p
r
e
s
s
u
r
e
 o
r

e
x
t
e
r
n
a
l
 
o
v
e
r
-

p
r
e
s
s
u
r
e

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

l
o
c
a
l
 
p
r
e
s
s
u
r
e

I
n
c
r
e
a
s
e

X

X

s

c)

t
e
m
p
e
r
a
t
u
r
e
 
)

X

X

X

X

e
x
t
e
r
n
a
l
 
l
o
a
d
i
n
g

a
n
d
 l
o
a
d
i
n
g
 m
o
m
e
n
t

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

e)

l
i
v
e
 
l
o
a
d
s

X

X

0

w
i
n
d
 
l
o
a
d
s

X

X

X

t)

s
n
o
w
 
l
o
a
d
s

X

X

d
y
n
a
m
i
c
 
l
o
a
d
s
,

e
x
c
i
t
a
t
i
o
n
 a
t

f
o
u
n
d
a
t
i
o
n
 
l
e
v
e
l

X

X

Stress Analyses

•?

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

0

•

»f
oTdT

•»>

x1)

X

X -

X

X

X

X

X

X

X •

X

X

u
0

oo
.«• +

+ +

X

«»)

x>)

u

+ +

+ •

+ +
cCt*

«
•>
>.

«
c
•3

>«

. «4
rt
^4
XI
1
*l
m

X

X

X

X

X

. X

X

X

1) The corresponding temperatures are generally the determining factor with regard to the
allowable stresses. In case of the loading conditions checked off la this coluan, thermal
stresses shall, additionally, be considered.

3) Instead of a priaary strass analysis, simplified design standards ere Allowed (e.g.. design
la accordaace with AD-Standards).

3) In substantiated cases the secondary stress analysis and fatigue, analysis need not be
performed.

D M : deslga loadlag condition .with design basis overpressure
OF2: design loading condition with design basis underpressure

MF1: erection loading condition with continuous and intermittent loads
MF2: ' erection loading condition with continuous and intermittent loads plus wind loads

n : normal operatloa

O H : pressure test with overpressure
DP2: pressure test with underpressure
Or3z recurreat leakage rate test

CT1: loss-of-coolant incident with release of radioactivity
CT2 occurrences resulting la underpressure Inside the containment vessel: breakdown of ven-

tilation system, occurrences near the end of loss-of-eoolant incidents and small leaks
ST3: design basis-earthquake simultaneous .with normal operatloa (KB)
Ft*: pipe rupture'inside the coatalnmunc vessel without release of radioactivity including,

as required, jet lmpiageaeat and reaction forces, simultaneous with normal operation
(KB) (without thermal, stresses)

STS: pipe rupture outelde the containment vessel Including, ee required, iet impingement end
reaction forces, sicultaneoue with normal operation (MB) (without thermal stresses)

ST6: external events without design basis earthquake, simultaneous with normal operation
(UB) (without thermal stresses)
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TABLE VIII. MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE STRESSES IN CONTAINMENT

CODE

PNAE-
G-7-002-86 [32]
for components
ofNPP

including
bubbler
condenser

OPERATIONAL
CONDITIONS

Normal (NOC)

Abnormal =
operational
occurrences (OO)

Accident (AC)
• *

Testing

MAXIMUM LOAD
COMBINATION

P + T + D + Ro + V

P+T+D+L+R+V

P+T+D+L+RA+VA

P + T + D

REDUCED GENERAL
MEMBRANE

STRESSES
(a),

(o), * [0]

1.2 [a]

1.4 [a]

1.35 [a]

GENERAL OR LOCAL MEMBRANE
STRESSES AND GENERAL BENDING

STRESSES

(<T)2

(o)2 * 1.3 [o]

1.6 [a]

1.8 [a]

1.7 [a]

According to PNAE-G-5-006-87, operational conditions can include also * = NOC + OBE or OO + OBE

** = NOC + SSE or 00 + SSE or DBA + OBE.
The decision on the choice of load combination is subject to approval of the regulatory body.

The admissible value of reduced general membrane stresses under normal operating conditions is determined as "nominal stress limit":

[a] = min
Kpo2 Km

1.5 ' 2.6
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From comparison of those tables the following aspects can be observed:

(a) The German rule does not consider the combination of LOCA and earthquake. The
American rules consider the combination of LOCA and earthquake. The actual Russian
codes combine LOCA and operating basic earthquake only if it's required by the
Regulatory Body. The combination of LOCA and safe shutdown earthquake is not
required by Russian rules.

(b) If we compare the maximum allowable stresses for LOCA plus normal operation (Levels
1, KTA rule; A, ASME code; accident, Russian rule) we can conclude that the most
restrictive and most conservative design is the German design and conversly the Russian
design permits higher stresses. Table IX summarizes the maximum stresses for this
combination of loads.

TABLE IX. MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE STRESSES FOR LOCA + NORMAL OPERATION

CODE

ASME +
SRP

KTA

RUSSIAN

OPERATIONAL
CONDITIONS

A

1

Accident

mn

l,lx
Rpo,2T/l>5

0,67 Sy

l,4x
Rpo,2T/l>5

P L

^ p 0 , 2

0,75 Sy

l,8x
W/1,5

PL + Pb

Rp0.2

0,75 Sy

l,8x

RpO,2T/1 '5

PL + Pb +
Q

2W

1,67 Sy

* According to PNAE-G-10-012-89 [33].

(c) In fact, the special standard for concrete containments in Germany is DIN V 25459,
"Reinforced and Prestressed Concrete Containments for Nuclear Power Plants" (April
90) [25]. The standard applies to those concrete structural members which may effect
structural integrity of the containment including steel members desined to ensure leak
tightness, i.e. liner, penetration liner and liner anchorage.

KTA 3401.2 [27] applies to pressure bearing steel structural members. Regular steel
standards shall be considered for design of load bearing steel structural members. As
the metallic bubble condenser structures do not belong to the containment's
boundary, they would be designed in Germany using corresponding steel standards,
e.g. DIN 18800 (EC3)

The design of concrete members is based on DIN 1045 and DIN 4227 (prestressed
containments) respectively. So far, this base will be modified in course of the
transition from national to European codes.

(d) Metallic parts of the bubbler condenser structure could have been designed in France
according to RCCG-88. [19] A comparison of loads combinations according to
ASME and RCCG is given in table X and XI.
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LOAD COMBINATIONS ACCORDING

category D L

TO ASME (section III div 2)

F Pt G Pa Tt To Ta Eo Ess W Wt Ro

Table IX

Ra Rr Pv Ha

Service

Test

Construction

Normal

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00 1.00

Factored

Severe
environmental

1.00

too

1.30

1.30

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.50

1.50

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Extreme
environmental

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Abnormal 1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.25

1.50

1.00

1.25

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.25

1.00

Abnormal/severe
environmental

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.25

1.25

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.25

1.00

1.25

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Abnormal/extreme
environmental

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
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LOAD COMBINATIONS ACCORDING TO RCC-G.88 for a containment with liner

category D L F Pt o Pa Tt To Ta Eo Ess W Wt Ro Ra Rr Pv

ServicabHity limit
state
Test
Construction
AbormaT
Severe
environmental

Permanent or
transient ultimate
limit state

Test
Construction
Normal

Severe
environmental

Abnormal

Accidental
ultimate limitc
state
Abnormal

Extreme
environmental

Abnormal/severe
environmental

Abnormal/
extreme
environmental

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1,35/1
1,35/1
1,35/1

1,35/1

1,35/1

1.35/1
1.35/1

1.00
1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.30
1.50
1.50

1.30

1.30

1.30
1.30

1.00
1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.35

1.00

1.00
1.00

1.00

1.00

1.35
1.35

1.00
1.00

1.00

0.60

0.80

0.60
0.60

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.80
0.80

0.50
0.50

0.50

0.50

0.50

0.50

1.00
1.00

1.35
1.35

1.00
1.00

1.00

1.00

1.35

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.30
1.20

1.50

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.50

1.30

1.30

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00
1.00

1.00

Ha
Table XI

RCC-G

1.4.4.j ot RCCG Test
1.4.4.h of RCCG Constr.
1.44.k of RCCG LOCA
1.4.4.1 of RCCG,half-SSb

1 4.4.a ol RCC-G lest
1.4.3.a of RCCG Constr.
1.4.3.b of RCCG Normal
operation
1.4.3.e ol RCCG.half-SSE

1.4.3c ol RCCONOC+
climatic
1.4.4.b ot RCCG LOCA
1.4.4c of RCC-G Second
rupture

1.4.4 d of RCCG LOCA
1 4.4.e of RCC-G Second
rupture
1.4.3.g of RCCGSSE

1.4.3.h of RCCG
Explosion
1.4.3.1 of RCCG aircraft
impact

1.4.4.g of RCCG LOCA -
SSE

1.35/1 shall read: 1.35 for resultant of permanent unfavourable actions and 1 for resultant of permanent favourable actions.
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6.3. LOADING COMBINATIONS AND CRITERIA FOR THE CONTAINMENT AND
INNER CONCRETE STRUCTURES

6.3.1. Load combinations

The loading combinations include all conditions for which the containment concrete
structure might be designed for or subjected to, during the expected life of the plant such as:

- Testing conditions of the containment, to verify its leaktightness and structural integrity.

- All design accident loadings for which the containment might be designed during the
expected life of the plant. Such loads include design pressure, design temperature, and
the design mechanical loads generated by the design accident.

The design accident is either a rupture of the primary piping or a rupture of the
secondary piping.

- All design loadings due to environmental conditions for which the containment might
be designed during the construction and the expected life of the plant. Such loads
include loads generated by the wind, the operating basis earthquake and the live loads.

- All design loadings due to extreme environmental conditions for which the containment
might be designed during the expected life of the plant. Such loads include loads
generated by the external explosion, the safe shutdown earthquake, the airplane crash
and tornados, if necessary. Such combinations also include the LOCA condition plus
additional loads resulting from safe shutdown.

It is recommended to use the basic combination given in table XII. If required, other
combinations can be used. The combinations may not be considered if their load values are
proved to be less than in other combination for a specific part of the structure.

The load in the combination shall be multiplied by corresponding factors.

6.3.2. Acceptance criteria

Concrete properties and rebars strength are defined by using safety factors proceeding
from acting load character. Allowable stress and strain shall be determined according to load
combination types.

Specific attention shall be paid to anchorage of various elements to the concrete through
the liner. For all loading conditions the leaktightness of the liner shall be assured.

Examples of loads combinations and associated acceptance criteria are given in Annex 3
(based on Russian codes), Annex 4 (based on EC No 2 and RCC-G), and in Annex 5
(German approach).
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Table XII. Loads Combinations for Containment Structures

Modes of operation

Testing

Operational

long-term

short-

term

Special

Loads

Testing

X

D+L

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Operational

LI

X

X

X

X

X

X

L2

X

X

X

X

L3

X

X

X

Seismic

SL1

X

X

X

SL2

X

X

X

Climatic

c,

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

c.
" h u r

Ator

X

Man induced

Airplane
crash

X

External
explosion

X

Comments

I)

2)

3)

4)

Comments: see the following page
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COMMENTS TO TABLE XII

1) This load combination includes loads T o , R,, and AP0 corresponding to study-state mode
of NPP operation.

2) This load combination includes loads T o , R,, and AP0 corresponding to transient mode
of NPP operation (start-up and shut down).

3) This combination has been discussed in 6.2.6.

4) The consideration of this load may be taken in accordance with IAEA Safety Guide
No 50-SG-S5 [7].
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7. STRUCTURAL DESIGN AND ANALYSIS PROCEDURES

The design and analysis methods utilized for the containment structure shall be in
accordance with the applicable codes and rules including those applicable to the following
aspects.

7.1. COMMON PROCEDURES APPLICABLE TO THE METALLIC STRUCTURE AND
TO THE CONCRETE STRUCTURE

7.1.1. Computer programmes

The computer programs used in the design and structural analysis should be validated
by any of the following procedures.

- The computer program is a recognized program in the public domain and has had
sufficient history of use to justify its applicability and validity without further
demonstration.

- The computer program has a quality assurance plan that includes its validation on some
problems and the demonstration of the correct simulation.

For bubbler condenser containment system one or more models should be prepared
taking into account the following aspects:

- the models shall be representative for the geometrical characteristics of the
components (size, thickness, mass distribution, etc.) in the whole frequency range.

- The interrelation with adjacent equipment or structures shall be considered.
- The models shall include the boundary conditions taking into account the real

location and interfaces.

7.1.2. Qualification by test

In case that the operability of the trays or check valves should be demonstrated by tests,
the following aspects should be reviewed:

- The adequacy of the prototypical test arrangement in order to represent the compartment
of the real equipment (size, geometry, mass, etc.)

- Typicality of the experimental conditions

- Test instruments disposition

- Test results and conclusions

7.1.3. Reports

Design report

The design report should be considered acceptable when it satisfies the following
guidelines.
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1. Objective

The primary objective of the Design Report is to provide the reviewer with detailed
design and construction information, which can assist him to plan and conduct a structural
audit. For this review, the information must be in quantitative form representing the scope
of the actual design computations and the final design results.

2. Structural description and geometry

1. Structural geometry and dimensions
2. Key structural elements and description
3. Floor layout and elevations
4. Conditions of Vicinity and Supports
5. Special structural features

3. Structural material requirements

1. Structural steel
(a) Specification
(b) Ultimate tensile strength
(c) Yield stress

2. Reinforcement

(a) Yield stress
(b) Tensile strength
(c) Elongation

3. Special considerations

4. Structural loads

1. Live and dead load floor plans
2. Determination of transient and dynamic loads
3. Manufacturer's date of equipment loads
4. Environmental loads

5. Structural analysis and design

1. Design computations of critical elements
2. Stability calculations
3. Engineering drawings including details of connections and joints
4. Discussion of unique features and problem resolution

6. Summary of results

1. The required sections
2. The provided sections
3. Breakdown of individual load contributions
4. Tabulation of capacities of the Section versus capacities required for different failure

modes (bending, shear, axial load)
5. Margins of safety provided
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7. Conclusions

Test report

1. Objective

The primary objective of the test report is to provide the reviewer with detailed test
information which can assist him to plan and conduct a structural audit. For this review, the
information must be in quantitative form representing the scope of the actual design
computations and the final design results.

2. Structural description and geometry

1. Structural geometry and dimensions

2. Boundary conditions and supports

3. Operabilify aspects

1. Demonstration of the functionability during and/or after the test.

2. Structural integrity considerations

4. Test loads

1. Live and dead loads
2. Determination of transient and dynamic loads required for the test

3. Environmental conditions

5. Tests

1. Description of the tested structure
2. Description of the interface between tested structure and test rig.
3. Application of the loads in the test rig.
4. Discussion of unique features and problem resolution

6. Summary of results
1. Required test parameters
2. Applied test parameters
3. Results concerning operability and integrity of the tested structure after test

7. Conclusions

7.1.4. Structural design audits

The following paragraphs provide requirements and guidelines for implementation of
structural design audits..
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1. Objectives

The audit is conducted in order that the following objectives are accomplished:

(a) To investigate the manner in which the applicant has implemented the
structural design criteria that he committed to use for the facility

(b) To verify that the key structural design calculations or test campaign have been
conducted in an acceptable way.

2. Preliminary arrangements

Arrangements for the audit are to be made by the Regulatory Body Organization. The
audit agenda, including specific areas of interest are prepared by the reviewer and forwarded
to the applicant at least thirty (30) days prior to the date of the audit.

3. Conduct of the audit

(a) An overview of the bubbler condenser system

The applicant should present an overview of each of the key structures including a brief
description, assumptions, modelling techniques, and technique features of design

(b) Audit of the structural qualification process

The auditing personnel review the design calculations or test results for the structures
which have been identified during the review of the applicant's design or test report. Any
questions such as those regarding the structural modelling, analysis, or test procedures should
be discussed among the participants in the audit and resolved. If such a resolution required
additional engineering and further analysis or tests on the part of the applicant, the specific
follow up actin items should be identified and noted in the meeting minutes for subsequent
resolution.

4. Exit Meeting

An exit meeting is held at the conclusion of the audit to discuss and summarize the audit
findings, generic issues pertaining to the design, specific action items, and the schedules for
resolution of the action items.

5. Minutes of the audit

The Regulatory Body Organization or its representatives are responsible for preparation
of the audit minutes.

6. After-audit meetings

Review of the applicant's response to the action items may necessitate additional
meeting(s) between the staff and the applicant to explain certain parts of the responses.
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7.2. ASSUMPTIONS APPLICABLE TO THE METALLIC STRUCTURES

The design and analysis methods utilized for the bubbler condenser system shall be in
accordance with the applicable codes and rules as indicated in section 3 including those
applicable to the following aspects.

7.2.1. Treatment of loads

The bubbler condenser trays are pressure retaining structures with three different
dynamic loads acting specifically on this structure:

- differential pressure transient across the walls during LOCA events.

- hydrodynamic loads during LOCA events.

seismic loads that induce dynamic loads taken into account the fluid-structure interaction
effects.

For such loads, and for their combination with other static loads, the analyses should
include a determination of the local and global effects, (see Section 5.2) The scope of the
analysis should cover:

- Passive pressure retaining boundary shell: trays, channel, caps.
- Active Components: check valves 250 and 500 mm diameter support beams
- Internal structures of the trays and instrumentation.

7.2.2. Treatment of buckling effects

Earthquake, hydrodynamic loads, and differential pressures require consideration of
buckling of the shell. An acceptable approach to the problem is to perform a non-linear
dynamic analysis. If a static analysis is performed, an appropriate dynamic load factor should
be used to obtain the effective static load.

7.2.3. Assumption of boundary conditions

The boundary conditions depend on the methods of structural analysis to be used and
the scope (global or local) of the analysis.

If the analysis is to be accomplished through the use of the finite element technique, and
is to include the support beams, the boundary would be the anchors of these beams to the
containment and separator walls.

If the analysis covers a specific compartment (cover, channel) or a part of the tray, the
boundary conditions shall be established taking into account the stiffness of the rest of the
components.

In any case it is necessary to demonstrate the conservative assumptions of the boundary
conditions imposed.

Due to the singular geometry and the predictions of high stresses in some parts, it is
recommended to employ the finite element method in lieu of formulae calculations, in order
to reduce the conservatism.
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The operability of the check valves during the dynamic transient may be demonstrated
by analysis, by test or by a combination of both.

7.3. ASSUMPTIONS APPLICABLE TO THE CONCRETE STRUCTURE

7.3.1. General description

(a) The procedures of design and analysis utilized for the concrete containment, including
the steel liner shall use methods of analysis which are based on accepted principles of
engineering mechanics and which are appropriate to the geometry of the containment.

(b) The short term as well as the long term properties of the foundation soil and of the
concrete shall be considered.

(c) Elastic behaviour shall be the accepted basis for predicting internal forces,
displacements. Effects of reduction in tensile stiffness due to cracking of the concrete
shall be considered in methods for predicting maximum strains and deformation of the
containment wall. Equilibrium check of internal forces and external loads shall be made
to ensure consistency of results.

(d) The design analysis for concrete structures is conducted using the limit-states concept.
The serviceability limit state is used in order to keep the containment concrete structure
basically elastic under test conditions or service load conditions. It is also used in order
to impose limited deformations to the liner for each accidental condition or test
condition which require leaktightness function.

The ultimate limit state is used to verify the structural integrity with normal safety factor
on the load and on the material for test conditions, service load conditions and accident
conditions, and to verify the structural integrity with reduced safety factor for the extreme
environmental conditions.

7.3.2. Nodalization

The analysis is normally accomplished through the use of some finite element models.

A general simplified representation of the structure can be used for the dynamic seismic
analysis and for stability analysis under horizontal forces. It includes the mass distribution
of the structure, of the mean operating loads and of the equipment. It includes the stiffness
of the structural element and the soil-structure interaction effect.

For the foundation mat analysis, the ground should be represented by appropriate soil
springs and the building stiffness should be represented.

If portions of the containment structure are separately analyzed, the strain compatibility
of each portion at their boundary should be maintained.
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7.3.3. Metallic liner and liner anchors

The liner shall not be used as a strength element except when it has an adverse effect
on the concrete structure and except for a combination of actions involving an aircraft crash.

The liner shall be designed to withstand the effects of imposed loads and to
accommodate deformation of the concrete containment without jeopardizing leaktight integrity.

The liner shall be anchored to the concrete containment. Localized anchorages prevent
the mesh from buckling. The spacing of these anchorages is such that local bending, which
may occur in the liner under concrete compressive strain or when heated, due to geometrical
manufacturing defects, remains within specified limits.

The anchorage system is designed to prevent any chain reaction rupture, in the event of
a break of any element of the system.

7.3.4. Transient and localized loads

After an internal accident, the sudden increase in temperature in the steel liner and the
adjacent concrete may produce a non-linear transient temperature gradient across the
containment wall. Effects of such transient loads should be considered.

After an internal accident, transient differential pressurization resulting from subdivision
inside the containment concrete structure will develop. Effects of such transient and localized
loads should be considered.

7.3.5. Creep, shrinkage and cracking of concrete

Creep and shrinkage of the concrete should be taken into account.

Cracking of the concrete may be considered in the following way:

- the internal forces (bending moments, axial forces and shear forces) may be obtained
on the basis of an uncracked section for all loading combinations;

- in sizing the reinforcing bars required, the concrete shall not be taken into account for
resisting tension;

- thermal moments may be modified to take creep and cracking into consideration.

for example, in the French regulation RCC-G, for accidental thermal actions, the
cracking of concrete is taken into account by multiplying the resulting internal forces
by the coefficient 0.5.

7.3.6. Localized dynamic loads

To calculate the bending moments and shear forces on concrete walls, in case of
localized impulse load, the dynamic amplification of the wall and a plasticity coefficient shall
be taken into account.

For each accidental condition which require leaktightness function, the plasticity
coefficient is not lower than 1.
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8. TESTING AND IN-SERVICE SURVEILLANCE PROGRAMMES

8.1. INTEGRITY AND LEAK RATE TESTS OF CONTAINMENT

8.1.1. Initial tests

According to relevant NUSS document 50-SG-D12 [5], prior to commissioning, the
containment, its extensions and its penetrations shall be subjected to structural integrity tests
at specified overpressures and underpressures and to a leak rate test programme. The
structural integrity test prior to commissioning is performed at the test pressure higher than
design pressure by a factor, which may be fixed specifically for each case. Russian rules
(consistently with US ones) specify this factor to be 1.15. This leak rate test programme may
be conducted at (a) both the design pressure and the pressure selected for in-service leak rate
tests or (b) the calculated peak containment accident pressure.

All containment extensions and penetrations, both operational and blinded, should be in
place at the time of the first global leak rate test of the containment envelope. The
containment operational penetrations shall be closed by operation of the corresponding
isolation features without the application of special means to ensure leaktightness for the tests.

8.1.2. In-service leak rate tests

Again in accordance with the NUSS document 50-SG-D12 [5], the design shall provide
the capability for in-service leak rate tests. For re-verification of the leak rate at design
pressure, the in-service leak rate tests may be made either (a) at a pressure that permits a
sufficiently accurate extrapolation of the measured leak rate to the one at design pressure or
(b) at the calculated containment accident peak pressure.

The definition of the acceptable leak rate should be related to acceptable radiological
consequences which are specified by national radiation protection ordinances and may vary
from country to country. Evaluation of integral radioactivity releases resulting from integral
leakages into the environment should take into account specific design features of the bubbler
condenser, especially short time to overpressure during a LB LOCA and the degree of fuel
damage and associated fission product release postulated to serve the assessment of
radiological consequences of design basis accidents. It should be, however, pointed out that
effect of this comparative advantage is much lower in case of other types of accident, e.g. for
small LOCAs.

It is acceptable that regular leak rate tests are performed at pressures lower than design
pressure. In such an approach, sufficient information should be available for justified
extrapolation of measured values to the full containment pressure. Such information can be
obtained during commissioning leak rate test of the plant and should include besides other
contribution of various types of leakages to the integral value. Verification of the
extrapolation methodology should be done by measurements at several different pressures (at
least 3) including containment design pressure.5

5 According to present technical specifications of the Bohunice V-2 NPP [45], the visual inspection of
the hermetic area status and the integral leak tightness test at a pressure of 0.15 MPa (absolute) shall be
performed at least once a year during refuelling outage. The integral leak tightness test at the full pressure
of 0.25 MPa shall be performed at least once during 4 years.
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It should be also emphasized that typical methods used for leak rate measurement in
western full pressure containment are not easily applicable to the bubbler condenser
containment. The problems arise due to the fact that the leakage rate of the bubbler
condenser containment is higher, leading to a significant pressure decrease during tests with
duration of several hours. Special experimental - calculation leak rate determination methods
are used for WWER 440/213 containments, as for example those reviewed in [48].

High frequency of the integral tests at the full pressure for reinforced concrete buildings
with liners can be questionable due to potential fatigue damage to the concrete structures.
Therefore, frequency of the tests should be carefully watched. E.g. present US and Spanish
regulations also require integral tests 3-times in 10 years of operation, but these regulations
have been recently changed so that it is required only to perform the test once in 10 years
provided that 2 previous and consecutive integrated leak rate tests met the acceptance criteria
for the "as formal" tests.

According to German norms (DIN V25459) [25], a pressure test is not required for the
reinforced or pressurized concrete structure. This rule is, however, applied to the double
containment where concrete structure does not perform a function of pressure maintaining
boundary.

Adequate instrumentation shall be available for measurements taken during the pressure
test, with careful selection of number and positioning of sensors in the containment volume.
The instrumentation includes sensors for pressure, temperature and humidity measurements
together with the necessary equipment for recording and processing of the information.

The IAEA report WWER-SC-149 [48] provides relevant information about the
experience accumulated on the subject of leak rate measurement extrapolation methodology
as well as about the operational experience gained during the realization of the containment
leak rate tests.

8.2. LEAKAGE TESTS OF ISOLATION DEVICES AND PENETRATIONS

The design shall make provision for periodic in-service leakage tests of the following
components, which experience shows to be the most sensitive parts of the containment
envelope:

(1) isolation devices in systems open to the containment atmosphere;

(2) isolation devices in fluid system lines penetrating the containment;

(3) penetrations which have resilient seals and expansion bellows, such as:

- personnel air locks;
- equipment air locks;
- equipment hatches;
- spare penetrations with bolted closures;
- cable penetrations with resilient seals;
- pipe penetrations with flexible expansion bellows connections to the containment.
- electrical penetrations

The test methods and intervals shall be specified in a way that reflects the importance
to safety of the items concerned. In devising test methods and in deciding upon the frequency
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of testing, consideration shall be given to the performance and reliability required from the
containment system as a whole.

8.3. FUNCTIONAL TESTS OF CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

Functional tests of containment safety systems should be performed prior to
commissioning as well as regularly during the operation of the plant, to assure reliability and
performance of the systems. The frequency and scope of such tests should be included in the
technical specifications of the plant, subject to the approval of the regulatory body.

Requirements on provisions for testability of the systems were already stated in relevant
parts of this report. As an example, the requirements selected from the Bohunice V-2 NPP
technical specifications are listed below [45]:

1. Water temperature and level in the trays shall be checked at least once per 8 hours.
The H3BO3 concentration in the water of trays shall be checked at least twice a year so
that the period between checks is not longer than 8 months.

The following test shall be performed at least once a year during refuelling outage:
- the visual inspection of the bubbler condenser trays
- the air trap door tightness test
- the test of the check valves of diameter 500 mm and of the valves of diameter

250 mm
- the test of pump for the bubbler condenser trays filling, including the associated

valves
- the tests and calibration of the tray water level and temperature measurement system.

2. The water level in the water supply tanks shall be verified by running surveillance.
The concentration of the solution in the tanks shall be checked at least once a month.
The correctness of the position of all relevant valves shall be checked by running
surveillance.
The operation of pumps shall be tested at least once a month by their starting up through
the recirculation pipeline and by their running for 30 minutes. The action of the
interlocks and protections of the pumps shall also be verified at least once a month.

The operational ability of the spray system together with the safety system activation
instrumentation shall be verified at least once a year.

The spray system delivery lines and the proper action of the fast acting valves shall be
checked at least once a year.

The cleanliness of the spray lines and of hermetic area sumps shall be checked before
the hermetic sealing of the hermetic area.

3. It is necessary to verify at least once a year during refuelling outage whether all
isolation fast acting valves are leak tight and whether they are activated after obtaining
the appropriate signal.

4. The functional test of the standby trains of the vent and radioactivity removal systems
shall be performed once a month.

5. The operation of the gas purge system and the hydrogen recombination system shall be
followed by running surveillance.
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ABBREVIATIONS

DBA
ECCS
LBLOCA
LOCA
LPIS
NOC
NPP
NUSS
OBE
0 0
PIE
PWR
RCS
SLS
SSE
ULS
USNRC

design basis accident
emergency core cooling system
large break loss of coolant accident
loss of coolant accident
low pressure injection system
normal operating conditions
nuclear power plant
Nuclear Safety Series
operating basis earthquake
operational occurrences
postulated initiating event
pressurized water reactor
reactor coolant system
serviceability limit states
safe shutdown earthquake
ultimate limit states
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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ANNEX 1

COMPARISON OF GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA AND SPECIFIC
REQUIREMENTS FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONTAINMENTS IN FORCE
IN VARIOUS COUNTRIES

The comparisons presented below are aimed to present the scope of General Design Criteria
and specific criteria for bubbler condenser containment design calculations and to provide the
first evaluation of the actual status in this domain for WWER 440/213 bubbler condenser
containments.
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GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA
FOR NPP CONTAINMENTS

In FRG: KTA Safety Standards,
RSK Guidelines for PWRs, III ed. October 1981 [20]

CONTAINMENT, GENERAL

5.1 AH RCS shall be accommodated in a containment with the exception of pipes of smaller diameter,
e.g. instrument pipes to the extent this is necessary in terms of engineering and if a break of such pipes
would involve only minor radiation exposures.

DESIGN BASES

5.2 The containment ...will be able to cope with the static,dynamic and thermal stresses under accident
conditions without exceeding the postulated leak rates

Differential pressures developing in the course of the pressure equalization processes during the DBAs
will not damage the containment vessel and its safety related internals. The stability of partition walls
and/or internals must be warranted for the expected differential
pressures which may occur. The assumptions for calculating codes which are not confirmed by
experiments must be made in a conservative way.

Equivalent
Russian
Regulations

Yes1

Yes2

Yes3

Equivalent Slovak
Regulations

Decree No. 2/1978 of
CSAEC (D2/78),
para. 31 [41]

D2/78, para. 32
Regulation No.
4/1979 of CSAEC
(R4/79), para. 3 [42]

D2/78, para. 32
para. 39 [41]

PNAE G-l-011-89 p.31,item 4.7.2 [29] leaves the choice of having all RCS inside leak-tight containment or such an arrangement, that the radiological safety
requirements are satisfied for normal and accident conditions. In the case of WWER 440/213 the whole RCS is inside the containment.

2 Generally similar formulations, but in a different form

3 PNAE G-10-021-90, p. 14, item 2.1.11 [30] says that Accident Localization System (ALS) must be designed to withstand all possible external and internal events
which can occur during an accident. Moreover, PNAE G-10-021-90 p. 29 item 4.1.5 [30] says that passive steam condensing units must be calculated for pressure
differences and temperatures which may occur during their operation. Hydraulic shocks due to steam condensation must be also taken into account
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In FRG: KTA Safety Standards,
RSK Guidelines for PWRs, III ed. October 1981 [20]

The safety margin to be added on the maximum differential pressures calculated in this way shall be at
least 15% and must not be smaller than 0.1 bar.

For the calculation of jet forces acting on containment structures, the most unfavourable break positions
must be chosen.

A 15% safety addition shall be considered for loads expected on safety related internals by jet forces and
missiles.

5.3 STRUCTURAL LAYOUT

Containment, its isolating valves and cooling systems as well as internals necessary for its function and
the measuring and control equipment shall be protected against missiles and jet forces

The stability and integrity of internals and compartments has to be demonstrated by calculations.

The containment vessel must be surrounded by a concrete shell. The annulus must permit an inspection,
it must be possible to maintain sufficient long term subpressure in the annulus, and to vent it via filters
and stack.

Equivalent
Russian
Regulations

No4

Yes5

No6

Yes7

Yes8

No

Equivalent Slovak
Regulations

D2/78, paras.32, 39
[41]

D2/78, paras. 31, 32,
7 [41]

No

D2/78, paras 32, 27,
40, 7 [41]

D2/78, paras. 32, 39,
40 [41]

No

4 No mention of safety margins. Pressures are calculated according to PNAE G 7-002-86 p. 18 item 2.1 [32] and "the maximum pressure value is taken as the
calculation^ pressure for the design of NPP components"

5 No mention about position, but jet forces are mentioned in point 2.1.11 p. 14 in PNAE G-10-021-90 [30]

6 No mention so far. but a new document on safety calculations is being prepared, as mentioned in PNAE G -10-021-90, p. 15, item 2.2. [30]

7 PNAE-G-10-021-90 p.2.1.11 page 14 [30]

8 Point 2.1.11 p. 14 and point 3.1.2 page 16 PNAE G -10-021-90 [30]
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In FRG: KTA Safety Standards,
RSK Guidelines for PWRs, III ed. October 1981 [20]

The concrete shell of the reactor building shall sufficiently shield the environment against direct radiation.

The concrete shield of the reactor building shall protect the plant against external events.

The entire electrical and mechanical equipment inside the containment necessary for the management of
incidents must be designed such as to cope with the environmental conditions expected during the
accident.

Cables and pipes inside the containment which are necessary for the control of incidents must be
positioned redundantly and physically separated.

The safe handling of the hydrogen within the containment shall be assured.

Equivalent
Russian
Regulations

Yes9

Yes10

Yes"

Yes12

Yes13

Equivalent Slovak
Regulations

D2/78, paras. 31, 42
[41]

D2/78, paras. 10, 32
[41]. All usual
external events are
listed, not fully
relevant for bubbler
condenser

D2/78, para 32 [41]
Requirement
formulated more
generally

D2/78, para 32 [41]

D2/78, para 41 [41]

10

General formulation in OPB -88 [29] (= PNAE G-l-011-89) p.31 item 4.7.2 and item 3.1.1 p. 16, PNAE G -10-021-90 [30]

No exact equivalent, general formulation see point 2.1.11 PNAE G-10-021-90 [30]

" Electrical equipment of the I and II seismic category must be resistant to seismic events PNAE G -5-006-87, p. 13, item 5.1.[31]. Moreover, general requirement
is given in point 4.1.9 of PNAE-G-1-011-89 [29] about equipment testing under accident conditions

12PNAE G-10-021-90, p. 24 item 3.6.5 [30]. Separation mentioned, also PNAE-G-1-011-89, item 4.5.4

13 PNAE-G-10-021-90, p. 34, item 4.6. 30 For postulated DBA = DB LOCA
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In FRG: KTA Safety Standards,
RSK Guidelines for PWRs, III ed. October 1981 [20]

5.4 DESIGN CONDITIONS AND MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS

The requirements for design, materials and further processing shall be agreed in all detail between the
reactor vendor, manufacturer and the regulatory body.

Containment design shall enable nondestructive examinations, particularly of the welds.

STRESS AND STABILITY ANALYSIS (For pressure bearing steel portions of containment)

The stress and stability analysis shall be performed on the basis of the theory of elasticity. If necessary,
the plastic behaviour of components of the support structure shall be included in these analyses [2, section
5.1]

The allowable stress values shall be related to the 0.2% strain limit or the yield strength at the
respectively relevant temperatures.

Equivalent
Russian
Regulations

Yes14

Yes15

Yes16

Yes17

Equivalent Slovak
Regulations

D2/78, para 3 [41]
R436/90, R66/89

D2/78, paras. 3, 4
R436/90, R66/89,
paras. 7, 8 [41]

No specific
requirement found in
Slovak Regulations

14 PNAE-G-10-021-90, p. 12, item 2.1.3 [30] All changes in the documentation must be approved by the regulatory body and chapter 6- Materials, ibid, p. 37-39

15 PNAE-G-10-021-90, p. 14, item 2.1.0 [30] - elements of the ALS should be accessible for control and testing, item 2.1.2 - elements of ALS should be designed
so as to make it possible to conduct quality control. Requirements on ALS testing are given in chapter 8, p. 46-59.

16 PNAE G-7-002-86, p. 17, Item 1.2.16 [32] Calculation of stresses without accounting for stress concentrations is performed assuming linear-elastic behaviour of
the material, with the exception of special cases described separately.
Item 5.2.5 ( p. 58), item 5.3.8 (p.60) - elastic and elasto- plastic behaviour is taken into account, Item 5.3.11 ( p. 65 ) determines how to make calculations in the case
of plastic deformations.

17 PNAE G-7-002-86, item 3.4 ( p.22). [32]
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In FRG: KTA Safety Standards,
RSK Guidelines for PWRs, III ed. October 1981 [20]

The loading conditions shall be correlated to the service limit levels 0, 1, 2 or 3.
The level 1 service limit is correlated to normal operation and loss-of-coolant incidents occurring more
frequently than 5 times during NPP lifetime.
The level 2 service limit is correlated to all remaining loading conditions where the loads from external
events occur.
In the case of service limit level 3, for which an RCS pipe rupture is an example, the loads acting on the
containment include dead weight, overall internal pressure, local pressure increase, external loading and
loading moments. [2, section 3.4]

In the case of service limit levels 0 and 1 the permissible stresses are as follows:
1. For the static analysis ( not considering residual stresses)
1.1. Primary general stresses:

maximum 0.67 x a02

1.2 Superposition of primary general and primary local membrane stresses:
maximum 0.75 x a02

1.3 Superposition of primary bending stresses and primary membrane stresses in accordance with 1.1
and 1.2 above

maximum 0.75 x a02

Equivalent
Russian
Regulations

Yes18

Yes"

Equivalent Slovak
Regulations

No specific
requirement found in
Slovak regulations

18 There is no division for service limit levels 0,1,2,3. Nevertheless, there are statements that all kinds of loads must be taken into account, e.g. item 1.2.8 ( p. 16),
item 5.1.3 (p.45). Similar statements are given in PNAE-10-021-90, item 2.1.11 ( p . 14). [30]
In the calculation codes PNAE G-7-002-8, [32] there are two tables, which indicate differences in stresses admissible in the case of normal operation, abnormal operation
and accidents.

19Ad 1.1 Admissible primary general stresses are determined under normal operational conditions as shown in table 5.6 page 69 as equal to

1.3 [a] = 1.3/1.5 R ^ = 0.86 R ^
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In FRG: KTA Safety Standards,
RSK Guidelines for PWRs, III ed. October 1981 [20]

1.4 Superposition of primary and secondary stresses in the disturbed area
including the stresses resulting from temperature influences
maximum 2 a02 of 1.2 , however not larger than 500 N/mm2

1.5 When external events (such as aircraft crash, earthquake) are considered, the permissible maximum
stresses under 1.1 through 1.4 may be increased by a factor of 1.25.

2. Peak stresses shall be covered within the frame of a fatigue analysis.

3. In case of a large number of load cycles, the safety coefficient of 2
shall be used against fatigue strength.

In the case of level 2 service limit the limit values of permissible stresses may be increased
by 10% and in the case of level 3 service limit - by 25%. [2, section 5.1, 5.2.5]

Equivalent
Russian
Regulations

Yes20

Yes21

Yes22

Yes23

Yes24

Equivalent Slovak
Regulations

No specific
requirement found in
Slovak regulations

20 Ad 1.4 In the case of superposition of primary and secondary stresses in the disturbed area including the stresses resulting from temperature influences the stresses
may not exceed 2 x yield point values ( t a b l e 5.6 page 69 ) and they may not exceed the value of the ultimate strength ( i t e m 5.4 .7 page 68) .

(a)R V < 2 . 1 ^ , and (a)RV <. Rm
T

but
- if operational properties of the components are retained ( leak-t ightness, possibility of rotation of pump rotors, integrity of tanks) then the stresses may exceed that value.

21 PNAE G-7-002-86, p . 69 and p . 117. [32] Increase of permissible stresses is seen from the comparison of the data given in the table 5.14 , p . 117 and in p . 69 .
It is equal to 1.20 for DBE. Stress increase factor for SSE for components included in seismic category 1 equals 1.4 and for those in seismic category 2 equals 1.5.

22P N A E G-7-002-86 item 2.366, ( p . 21) [32] Local temperature stresses were not included in (<r)RV nor the stresses in stress concentration zones.

PNAE-G-7-002-86, p .80 [32]

24
Increases are permitted as seen from the tables p . 69 and p . 117 and for the components included in seismic category 1 they are equal to 2 0 % and 4 0 % for abnormal

and accident conditions respectively. In the case of components included in the seismic category 2 the admissible stresses are increased by additional 10%.
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In FRG: KTA Safety Standards,
RSK Guidelines for PWRs, III ed. October 1981 [20]

For all parts of the containment only certified materials shall be used.

Ductile condition of the material will be maintained at all locations and during all operating and incident
related plant conditions.

The reference NDT temperature shall be at least 33 K below the lowest operating temperature.

PENETRATIONS

All pipe penetrating the containment and connected to the pressure retaining boundary must be protected
by at least two isolating valves.

For pipes containing primary coolant and connected to the pressure retaining boundary one isolating
valve shall be installed inside and one outside the containment close to containment wall.

Isolating valves which are not part of measurement lines must be remotely controlled or passively closing
with sufficient leaktightness. For safety relevant leak cross sections the signal generation for the closing
of these isolating valves must be reliably assured.

Equivalent
Russian
Regulations

Yes 2 5

Yes 2 6

Yes 2 7

Yes 2 8

Yes 2 9

N o 3 0

Equivalent Slovak
Regulations

D2/78, paras. 37, 38
[41]

D2/78, para. 37 [41]

D2/78, para 37 [41]

25

26

PNAE G-7-008-89, p. 28 item 3.1.2 [35]

PNAE-G-7008-89, p. 29, item 3.1.4 - 3.16 [35]

27 There is a difference - PNAE - G-7-002-86 ( p .94 item 5.8.1.9) [32] allows not to calculate brittle fracture conditions if there is no neutron irradiation of N P P
elements and if the yield point is below 600 MPa while the wall thickness below 16 mm. This is the case of all membrane walls in the bubbler condenser structure.

28 3.7.1 p . 24. PNAE-G-10-021-90.[30] The number of valves is determined from the condition that after single failure of a cut off valve there must be still a pressure
retaining boundary available.

29 PNAE-G-10-021-90, p . 24 , item 3.7.1 [30] Yes. As above and p 26 , item 3.7.12 "Cut off valves should be situated as close to the containment walls as possible."

30 No such formulation, but in item 3.7.8 "the leaktightness must be equal to that determined in the design and periodically verified" [30]
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In FRG: KTA Safety Standards,
RSK Guidelines for PWRs, III ed. October 1981 [20]

It must be possible to safely cope with a spontaneous rupture of a pipe equipped with such valves.

Penetrations which have to be closed to maintain the containment function must be protected by multiple
arrangement of the isolating valves in sequence.

In case of accidents, the isolating valves must be activated automatically.

The isolating valves and their power supply must be independent from each other.

Sufficient local separation must be requested.

The isolating valves must be protected against missiles.

The same applies to their power supply and the associated control unit.

Each individual valve must fully comply with the specified leak-tightness conditions.

The isolating valves must function perfectly under all possible accident conditions.

Equivalent
Russian
Regulations

Yes31

Yes32

Yes33

Yes34

Yes35

No

No

Yes

Yes

Equivalent Slovak
Regulations

D2/78, paras. 37 [41]
Rupture of such pipe
not specifically
requested

D2/78, paras. 36, 37
[41]

D2/78, para 37 [41]

31 In item 3.7.5 p. 25 " speed of closing the valves should be such as not to allow inadmissible leak of radioactivity to the environment". [30]

32 see 28

33 PNAE-G-10-021-90, p.26 item 3.7.6 [30] exactly the same

34

35

PNAE G-10-021-90 p. 10, item 2.1.11 [30]

OPB-88p. 23, item 4.1.4 [29]
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In FRG: KTA Safety Standards,
RSK Guidelines for PWRs, III ed. October 1981 [20]

The cross sections of ventilation lines leading to the containment must be as small as possible, close
quickly and reliably and remain tight for a sufficient period of time.

The containment compartments must be subject to periodic tightness inspection during operation.

Locks and isolating devices of the ventilation system must be connected to a leakage suction system which
allows to return leakages into the containment.

POSTULATED LEAK CROSS SECTIONS IN THE RCS PIPES

Concerning the load assumptions for reaction and jet forces on pipes, components, component internals
and buildings an instantaneous leak (linear opening behaviour, opening time 15 ms) with a cross section
of 0.1 F ( F= open cross-section) shall be postulated for different break positions.

The prediction of the containment vessel design pressure as well as the prediction of the pressure
differences inside the containment vessel must be based on leak cross sections ( of the RCS pipes) up to 2
F.

Equivalent
Russian
Regulations

No

Yes36

No

No

No

Equivalent Slovak
Regulations

12

D2/78, para 33 [41]

No

No, but at Mochovce
NPP pipe whip
restraints have been
installed

D2/78, paras. 31, 32
[41]

36 PNAE-G-10-021-90, p. 14, item 2.1.12 [30]
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GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA
FOR NPP CONTAINMENTS

In US: 10CFR 50, App. A General Design Criteria [8]
NUREG-800 [16], ASME CODE [10]

Acceptance criteria for the design of the concrete containment

Acceptance criteria for the design of the concrete containment is based on meeting the
relevant requirements of the following regulations:

1. 10 CFR part 50.55a and the GDC 1 as they relate to concrete containment being designed,
fabricated, erected and tested to quality standards commensurate with the importance of the safety
function to be performed.[8]

2. GDC 2 ... withstand the most severe natural phenomena such as winds, tornadoes, floods and
earthquakes and the appropriate combination of all loads. [8]

3. GDC 4... withstand the dynamic effects of equipment failures including missiles and
blowdown loads associated with LOCA[8]

GDC 13 Instrumentation and Control [8]

... shall be provided to monitor... the containment and its associated
systems parameters.

Equivalent
Russian
Regulations

Yes37

Yes, PNAE-
G-10-021-90,
2.1.11 [30]

Yes, PNAE-
G-10-021-90,
2.1.11[30]

Yes, PNAE-
G-10-021-90,
2.1.8 p.14
[30]

Equivalent Slovak
Regulations

D2/78, para 3,
R436/90
R66/89 [41]

D2/78, para 10, 4
[41]

D2/78, para 31, 32
(but individual
contribution not
specifically
mentioned) [41]

D2/78, para 14 [41]

37 the precise wording of requirements is different
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In US: 10CFR 50, App. A General Design Criteria [8]
NUREG-800 [16], ASME CODE [10]

GDC 16 Containment Design

... shall provided an essential leak-tight barrier against the uncontrolled release of radioactivity to the
environment...

GDC 38 Containment Heat Removal

A system to remove heat from the reactor compartments shall be provided...to reduce rapidly...the
containment pressure and temperature...
Suitable redundancy ...and interconnections, leak detection , isolation and containment capabilities shall
be provided to assure that onsite or offsite electric power system operation can be accomplished assuming
a single failure

GDC 50 Containment Design Basis

.. .containment and its internal compartments shall be able to accommodate without exceeding the design
rate and calculated pressure and temperature conditions resulting from any LOCA.

GDC 51

Fracture Prevention of Containment Pressure Boundary ... ferritic pressure retaining components behave
in an nonbrittle manner, and probability of rapidly propagating fracture is minimized.

GDC 52 Capability for Containment Leakage Rate Testing

... periodic integrated leakage rate testing can be conducted at containment design pressure.

GDC 53 Provisions for Containment Testing and Inspection [8]

Equivalent
Russian
Regulations

Yes, PNAE-
G-10-021-90
2.18, p. 13
[30]

Yes, PNAE-
G-10-021-90,
2.1.8, p.14
[30]

Yes, PNAE-
G-10-021-90,
2.1.11, p. 14
[30]

No, see
footnote 27

Yes, PNAE-
G-10-021-90,
item 8.1.3, p.
46 [30]

Yes, PNAE-
G-10-021-90,
item 8.1.3, p.
46 [30]

Equivalent Slovak
Regulations

D2/78, para. 5, [41]
R4/79, para. 3 [42]

D2/78, paras. 32, 37,
40 [41]

D2/78, para. 31 [41]

No specific
requirement found

D2/78, para. 33 [41]

D2/78, para. 35 [41]
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In US: 10CFR 50, App. A General Design Criteria [8]
NUREG-800 [16], ASME CODE [10]

Equivalent
Russian
Regulations

Equivalent Slovak
Regulations

GDC 54 Piping Systems Penetrating Containments [8]

...shall be provided with leak detection, isolation, and containment capabilities having redundancy,
reliability and performance capabilities that reflect importance to safety of isolating these piping systems.
Periodical testing required.

GDC 55 Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Penetration Containment [8]

...isolation valves , at least two, one inside and one outside the containment, of which one locked closed,
or two automatic valves.

GDC 56 Primary containment Isolation [8]

Each line that connects directly to the containment atmosphere and penetrates primary reactor containment
shall be provided with two containment isolation valves, of which one locked closed, or two automatic
isolation valves.

The loads normally applicable to concrete containments [8]

The loads normally applicable to concrete containments include the following

a) loads encountered during preoperational testing,
b) loads encountered during normal plant startup, operation and shutdown, including dead loads, live

loads, thermal loads and hydrostatic loads,
c) loads induced by the design wind and the operating basis earthquake,
d) loads induced by the design basis tornado and the safe shutdown earthquake,
e) loads due to LOCA, including elevated temperatures and pressures, localized loads such as jet

impingement and associated missile impact. For BWR containments hydrodynamic loads
in suppression pools manifested as jet loads and/or pressure loads, (section 3.8.1.-3 [16])

Yes, PNAE-
G-10-021-90,
8.1.1 p. 46
[30]

Yes,
equivalent

Yes,
equivalent

Yes PNAE-
10-007-89, p.
7-10 [34]

Yes

D2/78, para. 37 [41]

D2/78, para. 37 [41]

D2/78, para. 37 [41]

D2/78 (localized loads
not specifically
mentioned) [41]
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In US: 10CFR 50, App. A General Design Criteria [8]
NUREG-800 [16], ASME CODE [10]

Loading combinations

1. Testing conditions
2. Design conditions (including design pressure, design temperature and design mechanical loads

generated by the DBA.)
3. Service conditions
A. Level A Service Limits (including LOCA)
B. Level B Service limits (Level A + natural phenomena during which NPP must remain operational,

e.g. LOCA + Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE)
C. Level C Service Limits ( Level A + natural phenomena for which safe shutdown of the plant is

required, e.g. LOCA + Safe Shutdown earthquake (SSE) D. Level D Service Limits (include
Level C + loadings of a local dynamic nature for which the containment function is required, e.g.
LOCA + SSE + local dynamic loading) (section 3.8.2-10, [16])

Equivalent
Russian
Regulations

Yes, table 1,
p. 10, PNAE-
G-10-007-89
[34]
but "C" and
"D" are not
required

Equivalent Slovak
Regulations
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In US: 10CFR 50, App. A General Design Criteria [8]
NUREG-800 [16], ASME CODE [10]

Transient and localized loads

In a PWR ice-condenser containment and in a BWR pressure suppression containment nonaxisymmetric
and transient pressure loads will develop after LOCA and should be considered.
For the effect of such localized and transient loads, the overall behaviour of the containment
structure should be first determined. A portion of the containment shell, within which the localized
or transient load is located, should then be analyzed, using the results obtained from the analysis
of the overall vessel behaviour as boundary conditions, (section 3.8.1.-9 [16])

The loads applicable to steel containments include "those hydrodynamic loads which are associated with
BWR suppression pool swell phenomena and are produced as a result of the purging of air and steam in
the drywall and vent system into the subversion pool during a postulated LOCA. .. Such loads include
bubble pressure, bulk swell, and froth swell loads, drag
pressure pool boundary chugging loads and other pool well loads associated with these phenomena. Also
those loads which are resulting from fluid-structure interaction due to seismic and/or pool swell should be
considered" (section 3.8.2-4 [16]).

"Those loads which are generated as a result of the LOCA in the ice condenser. These loads are
categorized as nonsymmetric dynamic transient pressure loads which in the first few seconds
might produce compressive stresses in the containment due to the differential pressure across
the containment" (section 3.8.2-4 [16])

For internal structures

In the PWR ice-condenser system which utilizes the pressure suppression concept, the divider
barrier surrounds the RCS. In the event of LOCA ,the divider barrier will contain steam released
from the RCS and temporarily acting as a pressure retaining envelope, will channel the steam
through the venting doors and into the ice-containment.

Equivalent
Russian
Regulations

Yes38

Equivalent Slovak
Regulations

D2/78, para. 39 [41]

38 No exact description of the sequence of calculations and kinds of loads. However, the general formulation of 2.1.11 covers the whole spectrum of events
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In US: 10CFR 50, App. A General Design Criteria [8]
NUREG-800 [16], ASME CODE [10]

The divider barrier will be subjected to differential pressure and possibly jet forces and any
structural failure in its boundary may result in steam bypassing the ice condenser and flowing
directly into the containment, possibly generating a containment pressure higher than that for
which it has been designed.

With this functional requirement in mind the general arrangement and principal features of the
divider barrier are reviewed with emphasis on structural framing and expected behaviour when
subjected to the design loads, (section 3.8.3-3 [16])
The same formulations concern the drywall surrounding the RCS in the BWR Mark HI containment
system.(section 3.8.3-4 [16])

Weir wall

The weir wall forms the inner boundary of the suppression pool and is located inside the drywall.
It completely surrounds the lower portion of the RCS.The general arrangement and principal
features of the weir wall are reviewed with emphasis on structural framing and behaviour under
loads, (section 3.8.3-4, [16])

Since the divider barrier has to maintain a certain degree of leak-tightness during a LOCA and is thus a
critical structure with respect to the proper functioning of the containment, it is treated on the same basis
as the containment, (section 3.8.3-9 [16])

Elastic analysis is usually used for the ice-condenser and its components. However, plastic
analysis may also by used as an alternate. Accordingly, the load factors that are applied to each of the
applicable loads and the basis and justification of these loads are reviewed, (section 3.8.3-9 [16])

Where experimental verification of the design using simulated load conditions is used, the
procedures used to account for similitude relationships which exist between the actual component and the
test model are reviewed to assure that the results obtained from the test are a conservative representation
of the load carrying capability of the actual component under the postulated loading, (section 3.8.3-9
[16])

Equivalent
Russian
Regulations

Yes

Yes

Yes

Equivalent Slovak
Regulations

D2/78, para. 39 [41]
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In US: 10CFR 50, App. A General Design Criteria [8]
NUREG-800 [16], ASME CODE [10]

Structural acceptance criteria

The containment shall be designed to resist the loads and load combinations given below (CC-3200 [10])

Service loads. Service loads include normal loads encountered during normal plant operation and
shutdown, construction loads - applied to the containment from start to completion of construction, and
test loads.

Factored loads, namely severe environmental loads, extreme environmental loads and abnormal loads
generated by DBA.

Structural members designed to resists impulse loads and dynamic effects in the abnormal, extreme
environmental and abnormal and extreme environmental categories are allowed to exceed yield strain and
displacement values. Design adequacy is controlled by limiting the ductility assumed in evaluating the
energy absorption capability or resistance function of the structure (ductility is defined as the ratio of
maximum deformation or strain of the member at the point of collapse to the maximum elastic deforma-
tion or strain). (CC-3921 [10])

Equivalent
Russian
Regulations

No39

Equivalent Slovak
Regulations

39 No expressly formulated acceptance criteria are available
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In US: 10CFR 50, App. A General Design Criteria [8]
NUREG-800 [16], ASME CODE [10]

According to SRP, section 3.8.1-12 [16], an additional limitation in comparison to [10] is imposed,
namely that the tangential shear stress carried by the concrete must not under any conditions exceed 40
psi for abnormal/severe environmental condition combination and 60 psi for abnormal/extreme
environmental conditions.(section 3.8.12-12 [16])
In the case of steel containments and their elements, in particular for BWR units, pressure suppression
systems are reviewed with special attention on those piping which channel steam and air, and are
necessary for the containment function. Such items include, but are not limited to, the torus, the vent
header, the equalizing ring header and the downcomers. Also, the drywall/vent header junction, the vent
header/downcomers junctions and the penetrations are reviewed to determine the expected behaviour of
the structure when subjected to the design loads, (section 3.8.2-3 [16]).

Allowable design pressures depend on the level of Service Limits and are graded differently for different
components. For example, in the case of valves the service pressure for Level B may be 110% of the
value for Level A,

- for Level C - 120 % of the value for level A, and
- for Level D a separate set of guidelines is provided. (NB-3520, Design considerations [9])
- for Pressure Relief Valve design, the primary membrane stress intensity for level A and B shall not

exceed Sm, for Level C may be 50% higher and for level D a different set of guidelines is provided (NB
3592 [9])

For piping the permissible pressure under Level B conditions is by 20%, for Level C by 50% and for
Level D by 100% higher than for Level A conditions, (section NB - 3600 [9])

For BWR Containment internal structures

The dry well is critical with respect to the proper functioning of the containment. The design and an
analysis procedure utilized for the drywell are reviewed on a basis similar to those of
containments.
The weir wall should not deform to an extent that might impair or degrade the pressure -
suppression performance, (section 3.8.3-10 [16])

Equivalent
Russian
Regulations

Yes40

Equivalent Slovak
Regulations

40 Plastic deformation is allowed for bubbler condenser elements, provided that they do not deform to an extent degrading the bubbler condenser performance
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In US: 10CFR 50, App. A General Design Criteria [8]
NUREG-800 [16], ASME CODE [10]

For steel portions of the ice condenser divider, of drywell and of weir wall, that resist pressure but are
not backed up by structural concrete, the design and analysis procedures are acceptable if found in
accordance with the applicable provisions of Subsection NE of the ASME Code, Section III, Division 1.
[9] and (section 3.8.3-22 [16])

Equivalent
Russian
Regulations

Equivalent Slovak
Regulations
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ANNEX 2

PLANT CONDITION

Power level

Containment
atmosphere

Break Size
equivalent to

Mass and Energy

Decay Heat Release

Stored energy from core
and coolant system structures

Reaction heat from metal-
water reaction

Heat exchange with
secondary system

COMPARISON OF DESIGN CRITERIA FOR NPPs
CONTAINMENTS OF BUBBLER CONDENSER AND

LARGE DRY CONTAINMENT TYPE

PWR (US)

102%

normal
operating
conditions

spectrum up to
double ended
instantaneous guillotine
break of RCS and main
steam pipe

RCS mass and energy
secondary side energy

PWR(FRG)

nominal(100%)

"conserva-
tively
specified"

ibid

RCS + 1
secondary side SG
coolant inventory

Actual practice in WWE1
in Slovak NPPs

102%

as in FRG

all accidents with potential
radiological consequences

System not very sensitive
to energy released

120% ANS5.1
Standard Rates

according to transient
blowdown calculations

according to Baker-Just
curve

via analyses of DBAs

idem [20]

as in US [20]

according to
experimental evidence [20]

idem

as in US

as in US

as in US (fuel cladding only)

as in US
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PLANT CONDITION

Heat transfer to containment
structures

Safety addition to released
energy

Safety margin in design
pressure

Design temp, of containment
steel

Safety margin to the maximum
differential pressure

PWR (US)

Tagami or Uchida
correlations

conservatism of
App.K to 10 CFR 50

15% for Mark III plants
(Section 6.2.1.1.C-3[16])

maximum calculated value

For BWR Mark III containment
the design differential pressure
between drywell and containment
should provide at least a 30%
margin above the peak calculated
differential pressure
(Section 6.2.1.1.C-3[16])

PWR(FRG)

experimentally
proven correlations
acceptable [20]

1.02 (defined as [20]
RCS volume tolerance)

15% above calculated
incident pressure [20]

maximum equilibrium
temp, of the containment
atmosphere [20]

15%, but not less
than 0.1 bar [20]

WWER 440/213

as in US

none

15% above design pressure
i.e. 272.5 kPa according to
to recent statement by Russian
designer

not specified

not specified
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Thermodynamic
nonequilibrium
in cont. atmosph.

Nodal isation

Containment volume
construction tolerances

Requested safety factors
on load predictions

Possible locations
of ruptures

Leak Size related to cross-
section of broken pipe

Energy discharge rates
determined

Break opening time

SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS FOR THE GLOBAL
CONTAINMENT MAXIMUM PRESSURE PREDICTION

not addressed

none

not addressed

1.1 (C.P.stage)
l.O(O.L.stage)

not explicitly
addressed

guillotine type
fracture

models acceptable
to App. K. to
10 CFR 50

not addressed

overall pressure
to be increased
by 0.3 bar in each
compartment [20]

none

2% reduction of
available free volume [20]

1.15

not addressed

bubbler condenser
function must be modelled

not addressed, but probably
have to be included

no formal requirements

most unfavourable
break location

200%

possible maximum,
based on experimental
evidence or blowdown
calculations

15 ms

as in FRG

as in US

as in FRG

instantaneous

* The tables partly based on the report of Prof. H. Karwat: Practices applied for the design of large dry PWR-containments within EC countries, Commission of European Communities, EUR 12251E
(1989) [47]
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ANNEX 3

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LOADING COMBINATIONS AND CRITERIA FOR
CONTAINMENT STRUCTURES ACCORDING TO RUSSIAN CODES.

Design of industrial and civil engineering works in Russia is carried out taking into account
loads and their combinations provided by Construction Code [36]. Seismic loads are covered
by Seismic Code [31]. The application of loads calculations to NPPs has some preculiarities
specified in Codes [37, 31, 34]. Below are the basic principles of the above mentioned
Codes.

1. Loads classification

Loads are subdivided into 4 groups according to their action duration:

- permanent (Pp)
- long-term (P,)
- short-term (Psh)
- extreme (PeJ

Applicable to WWER 440/213 containment evaluation, the above groups include the
following loads and effects:

1.1. Permanent loads

D str - construction (building) structures weight
D p - ground pressure

1.2. Long-term loads

D mu - equipment weight including water weight in bubbler condenser trays
T 0 *n) - thermal effects and loads during normal operating conditions (NOC)
R0

(n) - component reactions during NOC
A P0

(n)' differential pressure loads resulting from pressure variation either inside or
outside bubbler condenser during NOC.

Cci (L) typical climatic loads (snow and air temperature) assumed with reduced factors
Dcr

0) - vertical loads from travelling cranes assumed with reduced factors.

1.3. Short-term loads

T 0
 <s) - thermal effects and loads during start-up or shutdown conditions

R 0
(s) - component reactions during start-up or shutdown conditions

A P0
(s)" differential pressure loads resulting from pressure variation either inside or

outside bubbler condenser during start-up or shutdown conditions
T 0

 (AC) thermal effects and loads during abnormal conditions (AC)
R 0

(AC) - component reactions during AC
A P0

(AC) differential pressure loads resulting from pressure variation either inside or
outside bubbler condenser during AC

Pt - test pressure loads (Pt = 1.15 A P a ) .
Cci

(s) - typical climatic loads (snow, air temperature) assumed as a full design value
Wc, - typical wind loads
Bci - typical black ice loads
Drep - personnel and maintenance materials weight in the maintenance areas
Wcr

(s) - loads from mobile lifting and transportation equipment as well as from cranes
assumed with full designed value.
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1.4. Extreme loads

T a - thermal loads under thermal conditions generated by postulated pipe break accident
(LOCA)

Ra - component reactions under thermal conditions generated by postulated pipe break
accident (LOCA)

A P , - differential pressure loads generated by postulated pipe break accident (LOCA)
Ccx

(1) - severe snowfall and air temperature (return period 10 000 years)
Ahur - hurricanes (return period 10 000 years)
At,,,,, - tornadoes (return period 10 000 years)
SL 1 - loads generated by operating basis earthquake (OBE = return period 100

years)
SL 2 - loads generated by safe shutdown earthquake (SSE = return period 10 000

years)
Aexp - loads generated by external explosion
Ajp,. - loads generated by air plane crash (see footnote** in WWER-SC-139)

2. Load combinations

Structures and foundations are analyzed using the most unfavorable loads combinations or
their corresponding forces, which is a conservative approach. These load combinations are
defined proceeding from the analyses of real simultaneous loads actions taking into account
different options of variable loads application as well as absence of some loads.

When making loads combinations the corresponding loads and effects shall be multiplied by
factors ^j , reflecting the probability of simultaneous occurrence of peak values of various
loads. Depending on the loads, combinations can be defined as

principal (primary)

particular (special)

2.1. Principal load combinations

They consist of permanent, long- and short-term loads:

Ppr = Ppcrm + * 1 P. + *2 PSh

The combinations factors are equal to: ^ j = 0.95, ^ 2 = 0.9

If the combination contains only one long- or short-term load, the corresponding factor is
assumed to be equal to 1 ( ^ = 1 ) . When taking into account 3 or more short-term loads
the factor of the first one in terms of its impact will be equal 1 (S^ = 1), accordingly ¥ 2 =
0.8, and for the rest ¥ 2 = 0.6.

Short-term loads with two designed values (from cranes, snow, climatic temperatures)
contained in each combination either as P, (with reduced design value) or as Psh (with full
design value).

2.2. Particular (special) load combinations

They consist of permanent, long- and short-term and extreme loads:

P(sp) = * o Pperm + * 1 P. + * 2 PSh + Pex

For all cases, except seismic impact, every combination includes only one special load:
0 = 1; * , and ¥ 2 are relevant to 6.3.2.1.
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Seismic loads are considered in combinations with loads applicable to the following modes
of NPP operation:

NOC + SL2; AC + SL2; NOC + LOCA + SL2

The corresponding combination factors are assumed as follows:

¥ 0 = 0.9; * , = 0.8; ¥ 2 = 0.5

In this case, horizontal loads (from flexible suspended weights, temperature climatic effects,
wind loads, dynamic loads of transport and equipment, braking effects of the cranes) are not
considered. When determining the vertical seismic load one should take into account the
weight of the travelling bridge, as well as the load weight itself applying the factor = 0.3.
Horizontal seismic load from the travelling crane is taken into consideration only in the
direction perpendicular to the crane beam axis.

Proceeding from Codes [34] the load combinations given in Table 1 should be applied to NPP
localization safety systems concrete structures.
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Table 1. Design Load Combinations for Reinforced Concrete Structures of Localizing Systems

Modes of
operation

Testing

Ope
ratio
nal

long-
term

short
term

Special

Loads

Test
ing

X

D+L

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Operational

LI

X

X

X

X

X

X

L2

X

X

X

X

L3

X

X

X

Seismic

SL1

X

X

X

SL2

X

X

X

Climatic

c,

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Ce

" r t u r

" l o r

X

Man-induced

Air
plane
crash

X

External
explosion

X

Com
ments

1)

2)

3)

4)

Comments to Table 1

1) This load combination includes loads To , Ro and AP0 corresponding to study-state mode of NPP operation
2) This load combination includes loads To , R,, and APO corresponding to transient mode of NPP operation (start-up and shut down)
3) This combination has been discussed in 6.2.6.
4) The consideration of this load may be taken in accordance with IAEA Safety Guide No 50-SG-S5 [7]
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3. Load Reliability Factors which reflect the uncertainty in load determination

Design values of loads listed in 1. are calculated multiplying the load values by reliability
factors for loads y (f) (Refer to Table 2).

Table 2. Load Reliability Factors

Load types

Operating equipment loads

Extreme loads (unless special directions are specified in the design task)

Structures

Soil

Equipment

Homogeniously distributed
loads

Climatic loads

- metal, where loads of the own
weight
< 50% total loads
> 50% total loads

- concrete (average density
more than 1600 kg/m3), reinforced
concrete

- concrete (average density of 1600
kg/m3 and less), insulation, leveling
and finishing layers (plates, rolled
materials, etc) carried out

- in factory conditions
- on construction site

- natural layer
- artificial (poured, brought)

- permanent equipment weight
- weight of permanent equipment
insulation
- weight of equipment filler
including tubes and tanks

- liquids
- suspension, etc.

- weight of loading devices and
equipment (including the load)
- crane loads

- full design value
. -< 2.0 kPa
. > 2.0 kPa

- wind
- snow
- black ice
- temperature

Reliability factor y (f)

According to the
design task

1.00

1.05
1.10

1.10

1.20
1.30

1.10
1.15

1.05
1.20

1.00
1.10
1.20

1.10

1.30
1.20

1.40
1.40
1.30
1.10
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4. Acceptance Criteria and Requirements for Analysis of Containment Reinforced Concrete
Structures

4.1. Short-term (acn:1 ) as well as long-term (acrc2 ) crack opening limited in width is
acceptable in concrete structures of localization safety systems situated in the open air,
in a closed compartment or in the ground above the level of ground water. The max
acceptable opening width equals: a^, < 0,4 mm, a ^ < 0,3 mm

The term "short-term crack opening" means the opening of a crack as a result of loads acting
during pre-start-up1* or short-term1* operation modes. By "long-term" crack opening is meant
the opening of a crack as a result of loads acting during long1} duration operational modes.

4.2 In special modes1 the crack opening width is not limited and short-term opening width is
not limited. Short-term opening of penetration cracks is accepted under the condition that
they will close at least to aac2 value after the removal of extreme loads.

In the case of aircraft crash, concrete structures are allowed to operate beyond the elasticity
limit. In this case the danger of uncontrolled leaks of radioactive liquids and gases should
be eliminated by the leak-tight liner.

4.3. In special mode including LOCA the analyses of cross-section strength and crack
acceptability may be limited to the following cases:

maximum temperature and pressure in the rooms
temperature and pressure drop in the rooms as a results of operation of active systems
for pressure decrease.

minimum temperature and pressure in the rooms.

4.4 In the analysis of building structures the temperature of the outer surface of concrete is
assumed to be equal to outer the average monthly temperature in January or to the air
temperature in adjoining rooms.

Temperature distribution along the building structure cross section in extreme operational
modes should be determined by thermo-dynamical calculations taking into account
unstationary heat conductiton in the structures and heat transfer to and from inner and outer
environment.

4.5 The calculation of loads in the sttructure of localization safety systems shall be performed
accounting for stress and deformation of the concrete and foundations.

4.6. The analyses of strength, crack acceptability and deformations in concrete structures
should be performed taking into account the conditions of their construction (sequence and
temperature of joints connection, initial stresses and deformations in the concrete).

1 Load combinations corresponding to this operation mode are listed in Table 1
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5. Requirements for steel leaktight liner and its aacceptance criteria.

5.1. If the liner is on anchorages make of cast iron profiles welded in the ends the cross
section surface of the anchorages is to be included in the calculating surface of the
perpendicular steel liner cross section.

5.2. Matching of liner and concrete tensile deformations is provided if liner stresses do not
exceed critical value corresponding to its buckling as a central compressed element.

5.3 It is not permitted to loose liner stability due to buckling in any loading modes except
for aircraft crash. If buckling is possible, the liner leaktightness should be proved.

5.4 Liner buckling analysis should proceed from the destruction of one flexible anchorage and
not account for liner and concrete bonding. Liner is considered to be rigidly fixed in
anchorage places.

5.5 Steel leaktight liner anchorages should be verified for tensile and, sheer loads and concrete
shrinkage. Besides, anchorages with reinforcements (plates, nuts, heads) should be verified for
concrete shrinkage, penetrating pressure and non-reinforced anchorages should be verified for
pulling out.

6. Basic Considerations of Russian Codes for Reinforced Concrete Structure Analysis.

Design and analysis methods of concrete building structures in Russia are authorized by Codes
[39]. Below are the requirements for designing reinforced concrete structures of containment
localization safety system

6.1. Concrete and reinforced concrete structures shall meet the following requirements:

carrying capacity (ultimate limit states of group 1)
acceptance criteria for normal operation (ultimate limit states of group 2)

The meaning of the above requirements is as follows:

a) analysis of ultimate limit states of group 1 shall protect the structures from the following
failures:

embrittlement, viscose or other damages (strength analysis performed when required
taking into account structure deflections before destruction)
loss of stability for structural forms (buckling of thin-walled structures, etc.) or loss of
its position stability (analysis of retaining walls, floating of embedded structures, etc.)
fatigue destruction (analysis of structure endurability against multiple repeated loads)
destruction due to combined effect of force factors and unfavourable enivironment
conditions (alternating freezing and melting, fire, etc.)

b) analysis of ultimate limit states of group 2 shall protect the structures from the following
failures:

cracks as well as their excessive or long-term opening (unless these failures are admitted
by building codes)
excessive displacement (flexures, distortion angles, oscillations)
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6.2. Reinforced concrete structures shall be verified for 3 types of destruction:

cross section strength, normal and longtitudal element axis
local loads action (local compression, penetrating pressure, disengagement)

6.3. Calculated concrete strength features shall be assigned as follows:

The initial strength feature is resistance of the concrete prism to compression ^
strength) and resistance to axial tension Rbm.

Design concrete resistance for ultimate limit states of group 1 is strength on compression Rj,
and on tension R^,, for ultimate limit state of group 2 - they are correspondingly R,, se r, and

These material properties are defined as follows:

/

where:

k,. r - concrete reliability factor taking account of the reliability of determination of
concrete strength properties

k ŝ - concrete servicebility factor2 depending on its properties, and load type (its
duration, character, return period, etc.)

The factors values which are important for reinforced concrete structures analysis localization
safety systems are given in Table 4 (Group 1). For ultimate limit state (Group 2) the factor
is defined as k,. s = 1

Table 3. Concrete reliability factors

Load types

1. All loads except listed in 2.
- for ultimate limit staties of group 1
- for ultimate limit states of group 2

2. Effect of external explosion, air plane
crash and other missiles

Reliability factor (k, r )

on compression

1,30
1,00

1,15

on tension

1,50
1,00

1,25

The designations of similar meaningful factors in different codes in Russia do not correlate. Here, the
factor designation also differs from similar ones existing in Russia.
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Table 4. Concrete Servicebility Factors

Considered load Types

1. Permanent, long and short-term loads
except those listed in 2, as well as
extreme loads caused by ground
deformation

2. Short-term load combination of short
duration (e.g. crane, transport means,
wind, etc.)

except extreme loads

3. Seismic loads
- on strength analysis (except strength
verification for bending cross-sections)
- on verification of strength for bending
cross-sections

4. External explosion wave, airplane
crash, etc. (during hurricanes,
accidents, tornados )

- if the structure admits irreversible
deformations

- if the structure does not admit
irreversible deformations

Servicability Factor (k,.s)

0,9

1,1

1,2

1,0

1,2

1,3

Concrete elasticity module is reduced when making calculations of structures against increased
temperatures effect. In this case a reduction coefficient shall be introduced which
characterizes elastic and plastic state of compressed concrete. Besides, the coefficient of the
concrete temperature linear deformation coefficient is changed too. Standards [39] give a
detailed method of defining these values proceeding from concrete composition and
temperature variation rate.

6.4. Strength properties of reinforcing bars are defined as follows:

Initial strength property is the characteristic bar resistance, representing minimum controlled
value of:

physical and conventional yield stresses (corresponding to residual relative elongation
0,2%) for rebars, high strength wire and tendons;

stresses which are equal to 0,75 maximal tensile stress defined as a ratio of rupture force
and nominal cross section for common wire.

Designed rebars resistance to tensile stress (R^ ), compressive stress (R^ ) and designed axial
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rebars resistance (R^) are defined as follows:

where:
k, r - rebars reliability factors3

kj r - rebars operation conditions factors taking into account the danger of fatigue destruction,
anchorage conditions, concrete strength, stress distribution in the cross-section, etc.
Besides, this factor considers the rebars servicability at stresses higher than conventional
yield stress, steel properties variations due to factory production conditions, steel
strengthening during rapid load application, etc.)

For the most frequently applicable types of rebars in the structures of localization safety
systems
k,r= 1,07 : 1,10 when calculating all loads for ultimate limit states of group 1, except for
rapid varying loads.

When calculating rapid variation dynamic loads (explosion air wave, missiles), the factor is
defined as k,r = 1.0. Factors kj.r are given in Table 5.

For ultimate limit states of group 2. the factors are defined as 1 ,̂= k^ = 1.0

Table 5. Factors for Rebars Servicability Conditions

Load types

1. Loads (except listed below)

2. Seismic loads

strength calculations (except bending cross-section
strength verification)
verification of bending cross-section strength)

3. External explosion wave, airplane crash and other
missiles when calculating structures for bending

in tensile zone
in compressed zone

4. Effect of high temperatures
(50 -200°C)

K,

lateral

1.0

1.2

1.0

1.25
1.1

0.9-1.0

transverse

0.8-0.9

1.2

1.0

0.9-1.0

The designation of meaningful factors in different standards and codes in Russia do not correlate. Here,
the factor designation also differs from others existing in Russia.
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ANNEX 4

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LOAD COMBINATIONS AND CRITERIA FOR THE
CONTAINMENT ACCORDING TO THE PRINCIPLES OF EUROPEAN CONCRETE
CODE (EC No. 2) AND FRENCH RCC-G.

According to the principles of the European Concrete Code (EC No. 2 [17]) three types of
load combinations can be considered.

The first type of combination is that which corresponds to the serviceability limit state1. It is
used to verify the allowed stress in the concrete and in the reinforced bars. It is used also to
verify the allowed strains in the liner. It is determined for persistent conditions corresponding
to normal conditions of use of the structure.

The second type of combination is the fundamental ultimate limit state and is used to verify
the structural integrity with normal safety factor on the load and on the material. It is used
for external hazards of low probability (airplane crash, SSE) and simultaneous LOCA and
seismic events.

Partial safety factors for persistent and transient design situations are given in the European
Concrete Code, Table 2.2, pp.2-11 [17] as equal to: for permanent actions 1.35, for variable
actions 1.5. For accidental design situations the partial safety factors for variable actions are
equal to unity (ibid).

Examples of different load combinations and safety factors or allowable stresses in concrete
or in the reinforcement bars are given below.

1. LOADING COMBINATIONS AND CRITERIA FOR THE CONTAINMENT CONCRETE
STRUCTURE

1.1. TEST CONDITIONS

These include the testing conditions of the containment, to verify its leaktightness and to
verify its structural integrity.

Two load combinations are considered. The first combination is considered as a serviceability
limit state and is used to verify the allowed stress in the concrete and in the reinforced bars
and to verify the allowed strains in the liner. The second combination is considered to verify
the structural integrity.

D + L + Pt (serviceability limit state)

(1.35 or 1)D + 1.3L + 1.35 Pt (fundamental ultimate limit state)

1 According to the European Concrete Code [17], limit states are states beyond which the structure no
longer satisfies the design performance requirements. Limit states are classified into:
- ultimate limit states (ULS)
- serviceability limit states (SLS)
Ultimate limit states are those associated with the collapse or other forms of structural failure which may
endanger the safety of people. Serviceability limit states correspond to states beyond which specified service
requirements are no longer met.
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1.2. DESIGN ACCIDENT CONDITION

These include all design accident loadings for which the containment might be designed
during the expected life of the plant. Such loads include design pressure, design temperature,
and the design mechanical loads generated by the design accident.

The design accident is either a rupture of the primary piping, either a rupture of the secondary
piping.

Two load combinations are considered for the primary rupture (LOCA):

D + L + P. + T, + R, (serviceability limit state)

(1.35 or 1) D + 1.3 L + 1.35 A Pa + 1.35 Ta (fundamental ultimate limit state)

Two load combinations are considered for the secondary rupture:

(1.35 or 1) D + 1.3 L + 1.35 A Pa + 1.35 Ta (fundamental ultimate limit state)

D + L + A Pa + Ta + R,, (accidental ultimate limit state)

Another load combination is used to consider, if necessary, the effect of an internal missile
Ym:

D + L + APg+Tj + Ra +Ym (accidental ultimate limit state)

1.3. SERVICE CONDITIONS

These include all design loadings due to environmental condition for which the containment
might be designed during the construction and the expected life of the plant. Such loads
include loads generated by the wind, the operating basis earthquake and the live loads.

Construction:

D + L + W (serviceability limit state)

(1.35 or 1) D + 1.5 L + 1.3 W (fundamental ultimate limit state)

Normal operating plant condition

D + L + 0.6 To + R,, + 0.8 W (serviceability limit state)

(1.35 or 1) D + 1.5 L + 0.8 To + 1.5 R,, + 1.2 W (fundamental ultimate limit state)

where:

W - the load generated by the design wind load.

Normal operating plant condition in combination with operating basis earthquake:

D + L + 0.6 To + R,, + Eo (serviceability limit state)

(1.35 or 1) D + 1.3 L + 0.8 To + 1 . 3 R . + 1.35 Eo (fundamental ultimate limit state)
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1.4. EXTREME ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS

These include all design loadings due to the extreme environmental conditions expected
during the life of the plant for which the containment might be designed. Such loads include
loads generated by the tornado, the external explosion, the safe shutdown earthquake, the
airplane crash. Such combinations include also the LOCA condition plus additional loads
resulting from safe shutdown.

Explosion condition:

D + L + 0.5 To + RQ + A ^ (accidental ultimate limit state)

where:
p - the load generated by the design external explosion

Tornado condition:

D + L + 0.5 To + R, + A^n, (accidental ultimate limit state)

where:
A^n, - the load generated by the design tornado (including wind pressure and missile impact

effects)

Airplane crash condition:

D + L + O.ST^R^ + A^ (accidental ultimate limit state)

Safe shutdown earthquake condition:

D + L + 0.5 To + R,, + Ess (accidental ultimate limit state)

LOCA in combination with the safe shutdown earthquake:

D + L + P + Ta + R, + Ess (accidental ultimate limit state)

1.5. SAFETY FACTOR AND CRITERIA FOR EACH SITUATION

The following table gives the different load combinations and the safety factor or the
allowable stresses in the concrete or in the reinforcement bars.
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TABLE A. LOAD COMBINATION FOR

Design situation

State

Construct
ion

N.O. +
climatic

NO +
OBE

Test

LOCA

Second
or auxil.
rupture

internal
missile

ULS.f
SLS

ULS.f
SLS

ULS.f
SLS

ULS.f
SLS

ULS.1<2>

ULS.a(3>
SLS(1>

ULS.f3*
ULS.a

ULS.a

Permanent actions

D sup

1.35
1

1.35
1

1.35

[.35

.35

1.35
1

1

Dinf

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1
1

1

THE CONTAINMENT CONCRETE STRUCTURE

Variable actions

L

1.5
1

1.5
1

1.3
1

1.3
1

1.3
1
1

Ro

1.5
1

1.3
1

1.3
1

1.3
1

1

To

0.8
0.6

0.8
0.6

1.35Ptest
Ptest

0.8
0.5
0.6

0.8
0.5

other

1.3 W
W

1.2 W
W

1.35 EO

EO

Accidental actions

internal

1.35(P.+T.)

P.+T.+R,
P.+T.+R.

!.35(P,+T.)
P.+T.+R.

P.+T.Ym

exter
nal

Design resistance

concr

V1.5
0.6 fck

VI-5
0.6 fck

V I . 5
0-6 fck

VI-5
0.6 fck

VI.5
VI.5
0.6 fck

VI-5
VI-15

fck/l. 15

rebars

f/1.15
0.5 fy

f/1.5
0.5 fy

f/1.5
0.5 fy

f/1.5
0.5 fy

f/1.5

0.5 fy

f/1.5

fy

fy

Comment

fck:
Caracteristic
compressive
cylinder
strength of
concrete at
28 days

fy: yield
stress of re-
inforcement

C)
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Design situation

SSE or
APC
induced
vibrations

External
explosion

airplane
crash

tornado

LOCA +
SSE(5>

Second,
rupture +
SSE

ULS.a

ULS.a

ULS.a

ULS.a

ULS.a

ULS.a

Permanent actions

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Variable actions

1

1

1

1

1

1

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

Accidental actions

P.+T.+R.

P.+T.+R,

A«p

" a p e

Aiom

ES5

Es,

Design resistance

VI. 15

VI. 15

VI.15

VI. 15

VI. 15

VI. 15

<y

fy

fy

fy

fy

Comment

(*) Only the global effect inside the containment is taken into account
(1) Allowable stress is limited to restrict the concrete cracks from opening, in order to check leaktightness
(2) ULS.f is used to check the resistance with sufficient margin
(3) Not used referring to SLS which is a worse case
(4) SSE condition alone is used to check the maximum concrete compression
(5) SSE + LOCA condition is used to check the maximum tension for simultaneous tension and .... in the containment wall,
(a) Reinforced concrete
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For the serviceability limit state, the allowed limit stresses are taken equal to:

0.6 fck on the concrete (compression);
0.5 fy on the reinforced bars.

For the fundamental ultimate limit state, the safety factors on the material are taken equal
to:

1.5 on the concrete;
1.15 on the reinforced bars.

For the accidental ultimate limit state, the safety factors on the material are taken equal to:

1.15 on the concrete;
1.0 on the reinforced bars.

(b) Liner

The liner shall not be used as a strength element. Interaction of the liner with the concrete
containment shall be considered in determining maximum strains.

For the serviceability limit state the strains are limited to:

membrane strain (compression) 0.002
membrane + bending strain (compression) 0.004
membrane strain (tension) 0.002
membrane + bending strain (tension) 0.004

The load combination "construction" is taken into account with the safety factor on the
loads. In this case, the allowable stresses are limited to the yield strength.

The load combinations for the ultimate limit state are applicable to the liner, except that
the load factors are equal to 1.0. For these load combinations, the strains are limited to:

membrane strain (compression) 0.005
membrane + bending strain (compression) 0.014
membrane strain (tension) 0.003
membrane + bending strain (tension) 0.010

2.LOADING COMBINATIONS AND CRITERIA FOR THE INNER CONCRETE
STRUCTURE

They include all conditions for inner concrete structure which it might be designed for
or subjected to during the expected life of the plant.
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2.1. TEST CONDITIONS

(1.35 or 1) D + 1.3 L + 1.35 P, (fundamental ultimate limit state)

2.2. DESIGN ACCIDENT CONDITIONS

D + 1 + APa + Ta + R, + Ym (accidental ultimate limit state)

2.3. SERVICE CONDITIONS

Construction:

D + L + W (serviceability limit state)

(1.35 or 1) D + 1.5 L + 1.3 W (fundamental ultimate limit state)

Normal operating plant condition:

D + L + 0.6To + R, + 0.8W (serviceability limit state)

(1.35 or 1) D + 1.5 L + 0.8 To + 1.5 R, + 1.2 W (fundamental limit state)

2.4. EXTREME ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS

Safe shutdown earthquake conditions:

D + L + 0.5 To + R,, + Ess (accidental ultimate limit state)

LOCA in combination with the safe shutdown earthquake:

D + L + APS + Ta + R, + Ess (accidental ultimate limit state)

2.5. SAFETY FACTORS AND CRITERIA FOR EACH SITUATION

For the fundamental ultimate limit state, the safety factors on the material are taken to
be equal to:

1.5 on the concrete;
1.15 on the reinforced bars.

For the accidental ultimate state, the safety factors on the material are taken to be equal
to:

1.15 on the concrete;

1.0 on the reinforced bars.

For the serviceability limit state, the allowed limit stresses are taken to be equal to:

0.6 fck on the concrete compression;0.66 fy on the reinforced bars.
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ANNEX 5

LOAD COMBINATIONS AND CRITERIA FOR CONTAINMENT STRUCTURAL
DESIGN IN FORCE IN GERMANY1

According to the German design practice, the only existing principal standard for containments
is KTA 4301 [27] and the concrete structures would be designed according to an enhanced
EC2 as shown in Annex 4.

In fact, the special standard for concrete containments in Germany is DIN V 25459,
"Reinforced and Prestressed Concrete Containments for Nuclear Power Plants" (April 90) [25].
The standard applies to those concrete structural members which may affect structural integrity
of the containment, including steel members designed to ensure leak tightness, i.e. liner,
penetration liner and liner anchorage.

KTA 3401.2 applies to pressure bearing steel structural members. Regular steel standards shall
be considered for design of load bearing steel structural members. As the metallic bubble
condenser structures do not belong to the containment boundary, they would be designed in
Germany using corresponding steel standards, e.g. DIN 18800 (EC3).

The design of concrete members is based on DIN 1045 and DIN 4227 (prestressed
containments) respectively. This base will be modified in course of the transition from
national to European codes. In doing so, a French-German working group is developing a
common technical code for civil works for the "European Pressurized Reactor" (EPR). This
work has not yet been finalized and approved.

According to DIN V 25459, the concrete containment shall have an ultimate load capacity to
resist 1.75-times design pressure. Unfavourable effects of constraint forces due to temperature,
creep or shrinkage shall be considered by a factor equal 1.

This is a formulation using global safety factors. Using the partial safety factors for loads and
materials, e.g. as shown in Annex 4, the safety factor for design pressure using

yM = 1.15 for reinforcing steel is
1.75/1.15 = 1.5 (>1.35 as in Table A of a Annex 4)

which is a comparable value to allowables according to ASME. However, the temperature
could be introduced using a load factor 1.0/1.15 « 0.9.
Several further features of DIN - design are given below.

1 Provided by Siemens AG. Power Generation Group (KWU) NDA2/Dec. 95
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DESIGN ACC. TO DIN V25459

All load conditions are to be assigned to the following categories:

Category C Erection and installation conditions, service conditions (normal operating
conditions), and testing conditions;

Category B Abnormal operating conditions, during of after which the plant may continue
operation without any special measures;

Category A Accident load conditions, characterized by internal or external events, during
or after which the operation of the plant cannot be continued.

Design Conditions Required:

1. Verification of stresses:
Allowable stresses specified only for prestressed containments. Standard design of
reinforced concrete according to DIN 1045 covers the ultimate state design for
Category C.

2. Verification of crack width limitation for Category C,
except for testing conditions.
and Category B (long-term load conditions only).

3. Verification of load-bearing capacity (ultimate limit state design) for all categories.

4. Verification of reversibility limit state for load combinations with internal pressure
loads.

REVERSIBILITY LIMIT STATE (RLS)
FOR INTERNAL PRESSURE LOADINGS

A verification of reversibility at a short-term loading is required

for prestressed containments
for reinforced concrete containments only in regions with axial compressive forces due
to permanent loads.

The testing pressure or the design pressure are increased by 1.25 in the load
combinations:

DL + LL + 1.25 x Pi + (0.9 x P L ^ or 1.0 x PL0) + dT + T + F (1)
DL + LL + 1.25 x PF + (0.9 x PL, or 1.0 x PL0) + dT + T + F (2)

where: LL
PL0 =
PL, =

Pi°° =
PF =
dT
T

F

permanent live loads
initial prestressing
prestressing at time t corresp. to PF
prestressing after all losses
design pressure
testing pressure
temperature gradients
mean wall temperature
both corresponding to Pi or PF
local effects associated with Pi, PF
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The effects of cracking on stresses and deformations shall be considered.
No limitation of cracks required, a controlled crack propagation shall be ensured.
The concrete and steel stresses shall not exceed limit values.
For reinforcing steel: max Es < 2.5%.

ULS FOR INTERNAL PRESSURE LOADS

In addition to RLS, it shall be verified that the ultimate limit state is sufficient to
withstand 1.75-times the design pressure.

COMPARISON OF THE VALUES ALLOWABLE FOR LINER PLATE ACCORDING TO
DIN V25459 AND ASME, SEC. Ill, DIV. 2

DIN V25459. Subcl. 5.4.1

for membrane and combined membrane and bending strains:

Req. Cat. C, B < 67oo
Req. Cat. A < 127oo *

equivalent strain

* Special provisions for direct local stressing due to impact or missile load may be allowed

ASME: TABLE CC-3720-1

Category

Construction

Service

Factored

Stress-Strain Allowable [Note (1)]

Membrane

f« = fsc = 2/3 fpv

est = £
S C

 =

0.002 in./in.

ssc = 0.005 in./in.
est = 0.003 in./in.

Combined Membrane and
Bending

fst = fsc = ^ fpv

Est = Ssc =

0.004 in./in.

8̂ . = 0.014 in./in.
est = 0.010 in./in.

Note:
(1) The types of strains limited by this Table are strains induced by deformation or

constraint.
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COMPARISON OF VALUES ALLOWABLE FOR LINER ANCHORAGE ACCORDING TO
DIN V 25459 AND ASME,

DIN V25459: Table 1

Req. Category according to
subclause 2.1.5

Anchorages under
constraint load

Anchorages under direct
load

Permitted values of stress on anchorages

Req. Category
C and B

0.25 8B

0.33 SB

Req. Category
A

0.5 8B

For stressing over
large areas:

0.5 SB

For stressing over
boundary zones according

to subclause
2.2.2: 0.67 SB

5B = ultimate displacement
SB = ultimate load

ASME: TABLE CC-3730-1

Force and Displacement Allowables

Category

Test, normal, severe
environmental, extreme
environmental

Abnormal,
abnormal/ severe
environmental,
abnormal/extreme
environmental

Mechanical Loads,
Lesser of:

Fa = 0.67 Fv

Fa = 0.33 Fu

Fa = 0.90 Fv

Fa = 0.50 Fu

Displacement Limited
Loads

6a = 0.25 6U

8a = 0.50 5U
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